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Bush: no pause in war against Saddam
•

By TERENCE HUNT
AP White House
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WORLD
HEIRI -1, Lebanon
Two
Arherican professors
marked a tourth year in captivity
today and theirwives urged thern
to keep the faith, in messages
pubhshed in a Beirut newspaper
_Alann Steen and Jesse. Turr:.acre kidnapped Pan. 24. 1 ,)•
!rum the campus of the
U.S.-affiliated Beirut University.
College

STATE
FRA.NKF ORT, K. Former
Gov Martha Layne Collins
re:L.med to the Capitol on Wednesday, accepting an invitation to
speak to the Kentucky House
She said the General Asseril',
deserved much credit for apprii
ing financial incentives to lure
Toyota Motor Corp.'s it.&m'''.•
plant to Scott County during tie:
administration.

SPORTS
MAMA - The International
Tennis Federation agreed to postpone a first-round Davis Cup
match between the United States
and Mexico for nearly two
months because of security fears
caused by the war in the Persian
Gulf.

I3USINESS
WASHINGTON — Treasury
Secretary Nicholas Brady asked
Congress for an open-ended
appropriation to continue the
government's costly cleanup of
the savings and loan industry.

(Cont d on page 2)

War protest rally turns
to protest against rally
By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger & Times Stall Writer

A
Ar

at protesting the
Last Weduesda‘
Sta•c L:h%crsity turned
Imo a ;•:" e it the rah ascii as
students cl.allemi.!cd each other's
beliefs on L S ni‘olvcinent in
Operation
"1 don't iike
ahi: I don't like
.,laat you are tel,.:4! our students,,;.reamed GA e,•77a May sey in
iesponse to 3 rifi:ler's opinion
against the Hush adininistration and
!he 'Aar. "1 want you out of here.One audience member called the
do/en or so ;tudents 'assembFed to
protest the war - too ch:cken- to
fight against l!
"i'skre we itw .
war or are too tkra%e to stand an
and say we are against it?“ retortchi
one protest orgarnier...
I he rally. despite predictions
the contrary', remained peacefu!
eventually settled down enoug'
allow several ol the over 150 ,• •
dents there to vent their feelinp
and apprehensions ahout the GuH

Tonight: Mostly cloudy. Low
in the upper teens. Northeast
wind 5 to 10 mph.
Friday: Mostly cloudy. High in
the lower 30s.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
354.4, +0.3 below 324.9, -1.9
Barkley Lake
354,4, +0.2 below 329.1, -1.4
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t;wkena Maysey, left, tells Bush protester Jeff Ree‘es "I don't like you and I don't like what %oil are
telling our students." The anti-war protest drew about a doten war protesters and inure than 100 who
floored Bush and the ,war.

Associated Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky.
- The
deterrent effect of losing driving
privileges is the crucial part of a
bill that will toughen drunkendriving penalties .and ease prosecutions, supporters say.
The proposal backed by Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson got its first airing in a House committee, where
nc toughest fight may be held. The

Senate passed a DUI hilt in the
1990 session, but it was killed in
the House.
OpPonents of the bill will get
their chance to challenge the measure today before the House Judiciary Committee. Supporters had
their say on Wednesday.
The bill, sponsored by Rep.
Richard Lewis, D-Benton, would
make two significant chattges in
the law.
One would allow for the revoca-

of a driver's license if the
!ndividual failed a sobriety test for
alcohol content in the breath or
blood. The license would he
revoked after a hearing conducted
by the Transportation Cabinet within 30 days of -an arrest. Currently, a
license can he revoked for refusal
to take a test or after a conviction
for drunken driving.
The other significant change
would make it illegal to drive with
a Hood -alcohol content of 0 10

!Ion

pert.:
re:
James IL
Ilighwa%
nistra:;oh e:cdorsed
roiosa:s
-It's the nes: thing we -know to
attack Itti c problern.•' Heifiind
said.
Rep. Bill Lear, D-Le%,ngton.
said the fear of losing dr.%ing privileges would keep many people
from getting behind the wheel

In other words...

Do you think the U.S. can continue protecting Israel?
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Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
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call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
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Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
11 noon Saturday.
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Debate be ins on tougher drunken-driving bill
By MARK R. CHELLVEN,

FORECAST

l'm scared
mpson "1
!car 0r1 this
tear u\
to stick to:
arrimg about
s ron2.wlii
Marl'
:, of the protesters ernpj-L
stied that their protests were aimed
at he war itseli and not against
America or its soldier's fighting
overseas
--We are not un-:\t-nerican:- one
sta tent sa',d. "We are not against
me soldiers. We are against B
war We're not tic% to arg u- e. /
are here to try to get yo:a to think
- All of %ou lia%e been fooled in
01/4 C arc ImHi
ahd otunn,•
Jet Rees e "Elie whole War
of patriotic conser%ati‘es
lighting another group of patriotic
conser%ati%es.
The pigs (the U.S. and Iraqi
governments) are going to do what
they want to do. whether we want

—
*o
w
'OM

that's
evocation
ment over current law. Lear said
But some member, 0! :he House
Judiciary Commit:cc took issue
wit that
Rep. Bob flcieringer, R
defied supporters of the
bill to produce evidence Mat Kentucky's current lao IS not weirkint.'
...

(Cont'd on page 2)

Impeachment of
Ag Commissioner
Bumette comes
before the House
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Wnter

Chris Cain
It all depends on the. cooperation that Israel is willing to give
the U.S. If they're not willing to
cooperate with the U.S., all this is
in vain."

•
•••

Tracy Myrick
"I believe that they can but a
also believe Israel is not going to
take much more. They've been
pushed and their leaders arc getting
antsy."

Jon Futrell
"No. I think Israel is going to
have to get into it eventually. I
think the Patriots (missiles) have
done the job so far but eventually
its going to be a ground war."

Lalah Troutman
Israel will only take so much.
They will retaliate in time. I don't
know when 'that will be because I
don't know how long the war will
last."

FRANKFORT. Ky. — A subdued House chamber greeted the
introduction of the article of
impeachment against Agriculture
Commissioner Ward "Butch"
Burnette.
Normally boisterous representatives were unusually still when
House Majority Floor Leader Greg
Stumbo introduced the resolution
to begin the process of forcing Burnette from office.
Stumbo,• olho was chairman of.
the committee that recommei]led
Burnettc's impeachment, said the
work was, "one of the most
unpleasant, if not the most unpleasant tasks we've ever been con(Cont'd on page 2)
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war since he announced from the we're going to cut it off, then
we're going to kill it."
Oval Office a week ago that an
Cheney said Saddam "cannot
was
force
allied
American-led
1)
page
from
(Cont'd
first change the basic course" of the
the
in
targets
Iraqi
attacking
"There will be problems. There
phase of a campaign to force Sad- war. "He will be defeated...
will be setbacks and sacrifices. But
to pull out of Kuwait.
dam
Yet, there were words of
let me say I have every reason to
repulsed by the caution.
was
he
said
Bush
be very pleased with our progress
parade of captured U.S. pilots on
Cheney said, "There may well
to date.I knew, as be surprises ahead for us," includ"But
television.
Iraqi
He said Saddam has sickened
they read their prepared statements ing possible Iraqi air strikes, terrorthe world" by firing Scud missiles
this country, that those ist attacks and additional missile
criticizing
at civilian targets both in Israel and
words, forced on them firings.
were
false
„
Saudi Arabia.
White House press secretary
captors."
by their
"These weapons arc nothing
Quayle spent Marlin Fitzwater said, "This is not
Dan
President
Vice
more than tools of terror, and they
the day at military bases in three going to be wrapped up in a week.
do nothing but strengthen our
states, consoling families of U.S. We're not going to have this done
resolve to act against a dictator
airmen held in Iraq. He pledged in time for weekend talks shows
unmoved by human decency."
that the United States "will hold and the evening news. This is
Bush's
on
speech
first
the
was
It
Saddam Hussein and his henchmen going to go on. It's going to be day
personally accountable" for mis- after day just like this."
Meanwhile, Barbara Bush urged
treatment ofi-POWs.
Bush pledged anew to remove parents to restrict how much television war footage their children
Saddam's (mops from Kuwait.
"We did not begin a war seven watch. She said she knows from
days ago," Bush said. "Rather, we her own grandchildren that "it's
began to end a war, to right a very scary" for them.
The administration rejected a
wrong that the world could not
report from Baghdad that
broadcast
ignore."
allied attacks had destroyed a baby
—
"appeasement
that
said
He
Stall Report
peace at any price — was never an milk factory in Iraq. The plant
Tlmos
Murray ledger
actually was used to produce bioanswer."
The president noted that Saddam logical weapons, Fitzwater said.
A Livermore. Ky. man who
"Any- reports coming out of
had ignored international demands
escaped the Calloway County Jail
for his withdrawal from Kuwait Baghdad are, in effect, coming
Wednesday morning is back in cusand had "met every overture of from the Iraqi government," Fitztod, according to authorities.
water said.
himturned
peace with open contempt.
22,
Jeremy Caudle,
Iraq has "used a. lot.or disguises
"In the end," Bu'sh said, "Sad self in to authorities in McLean
a lot of differenlways," Fitzwain
dam brought war upon himself."
County after an all-day chase and
On Capitol Kill, the Houk voted -ter said. The plant in question "has
search, police said.
418-0 to condemn Iraq for parading been heavily guarded and has
McLean County officials
to
POWs before cameras to make barbed wire," he said.
charged Caudle with attempting
Elaborating on his heated detrIal,
obviously coerced statements.
elude police and he Was returned to
Lawmakers began to question Fitzwater said, "This is ,a major
Calloway around midnight Wedhow much the war will cost, and kind of problem for our governnesday, police said.
how the nation will pay for it. ment to deal with" because the
Caudle Will likely face second
House Speaker Thomas Foley, D- report indicated the United States
degree escape and auto thtft
Wash., said there were no plans was, attacking civilians. He said the
charges here in Ca;!owa.),,. aaordnow to raise taxes but added, "It report, broadcast by CNN, "hurts
;rig to police.
Caudle. who was mopping in the
would he a mistake to put this Our government."
entire cost on the next generation.
hack of the jail as part of his trusThe administration promised
tee duties, walked out of the jail ... It's going to he 4 great cost, we "full consideration" to a request
while a deputy jailer was busy with
know that. Very, soy large cost." from Israel for an additional SIO
the log, according to a jail - House Minority Leader Robert billion in economic aid over five
Michel, R-II!., said that if a tax
spokesman.
years. Bush called Israeli Prime
Caudle then hot- wired a Chev- increase became necessary, it prob- Minister Yitzhak Shamir to conrolet S-I0 pickup' and was later ahly'would he a temporary income demn Iraq's missile attack against
tax surcharge. However, he said, Tel Aviv and express appreciation
chased to Ohio Counts where he
!eft the track and fled on foot.
"Taxes are never temporary. for Israel's willingness not to counHe was pursued by canine units They're usually permanent."
terattack immediately.
Of the Kentucky State Police as
At a Pentagon briefing, Powell
Israel receives $3 billion a year
well as members of the Ohio Coun- and Cheney faced a barrage of
military and economic aid from
in
ty and McLean County sheriff questions about the extent of damUnited States. Absorbing tens
the
.!epartments, according to reports. age inflicted on Iraq by unrelenting
of thousands of Soviet Jews and
Caudle had been in jail for about bombing attacks.
.
measures to defendagainst Iraq are
eight weeks on a charge of theft by"
Powell said allied forces have
its treasury.
straining
deception over S100. according to seized air superiority' and now.
Zalman Shoval, .the Israeli
a jail spokesman.
intend to focus attacks on Iraqi
ground forces entrenched in and
ambassador to the United States,
around Kuwait. He said the Iraqi
paid a visit to Capitol Hill, where
army is "sitting there'dug in, waithe suggested that his Country ultiing to he attacked, a.nd attacked it
mately will seek paymeril from Iraq
Ail: he.
"one day when this war will be
over and Iraq will pay reparations"
"Our strategy for dealing with
to those it has harmed.
this army is very simple: First
Present landfill regulations don't
take into effect the differences in
geological makeup in the safe and
should be revised, according to
state Sen. Greg Hidgon. accord:- .•
(Cont'd from page 1)
to a published report.
Rep. Herbie Deskinse _DHigdon challenged the present
also said there wacTittle
Pikeville,
regulations and has asked the Kenpublic support to toughen penalties
Two Benton men will face sentucky Cabinet 'for' Natural Resourfor drunken driving.
ces and Environmental Protection tences after pleading guilty WedDeskins, who has long battled
to resise them, the report said.
nesday to rolling back car odomewith advocates of tougher drunkenHigdon made his comments to ters. according to a published
driving penalties, said 90-day suscabinet Commissioner - William report.
pensions .of driving privileges proEddins and Waste Management
Anthony Shane Howard and
vided for in the proposal would be
Director Susan Bush Wednesday in
Doyle Allen Pace, 29, both of Benharmful in rural areas.
especially
Frankfort while the Senate Agricul- ton. pled guilty
to charges of conBut supporters of the bill said
ture and Natural Resources Comspiracy to roll back odometers, people who drive drunk deserve
mittee considered a bill that would
according to the report.
punishment.
revamp the state's waste manageHoward and Pace were accused
"Your constituents are entitled
ment system.
of rolling back odometers on 15
to drive on roads that are safe,"
Regulations that went into effect
vehicles between Dec. 10. 1987
Commonwealth's Attorney Ray
in March, 1990, require all landfills
and Nov. 10, 1988.
Larson of Fayette County said.
to have double liners or shut down
The government will likely
despite the fact that some areas of
recommend a four-month sentence
the state don't require double linin a halfway house for Pace plus
ers. according to Higdon.
probation and community service.
Higdon said it was unfair to taxHoward's sentence will likely
payers to force them to pay the
include four months in prison plus (Coat'd from page 1)
extra cost of a second liner when it
fronted with."
community service and probation,
is not needed.
The House is scheduled to vote
according to the report.
Higdon and other members of
the matter on Friday.
on
the west Kentucky legislative deleAlso, Michael Lee Wilson, 36,
gation are to meet with Purchase
of Calvert City, was sentenced by
Stumbo, D -Prestonsburg,
Area leaders this morning before
Judge Edward Johnstone to an
defended the three days of secret
Senate and House committees con82-month prison term for a threemeetings of the committee and said
tinue consideration of the solid
count conviction of possession and
Burnette will get a chance to prewaste bill, according to the report.
sale of cocaine.
sent his case.

No pause...

Opening day sale for fire-cured tobacco

Escapee from
Calloway jail
surrenders in
McLean County

About 150 people turned out at Growers Loose Leaf Floor this morning for the opening day of sales for
fire-cured tobacco. Will Clark, general manager of the Western Dark Fired Tobacco Growers Association.
said that the quality of the tobacco and the poundage Per acre are sery goo4 this year. Sales continued
later today at Farris Tobacco Warehouse. Fire-cured tobacco sales will continue each Tuesday and Thursday in ‘furray. and Monday and ‘Sednesda$ in Ma%field.

LAST TWO DAY

Today and Tomorrow, Jan. 24th & 25th

Higdon calls current
solid waste regulations
too much for some areas

Benton men face
Debate begins...
sentences after
pleading guilty

10•••

Burnette...

IF YOU WERE SICK OR HURT
AND COULDN'T WORK,
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN TO
YOUR INCOME?
Tim Herndon

It you're not sure and would like a FREE
CONSULTATION call

---_,INSURANCE CENTER•(110
Sycamore St.

OF MURRAY

6 a.m.-10 p.m
Doily
Ca 4r,
\f\estaW-ort12tr) Sycamore
Salon Hours
Mon.-Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6
Sun. 1-5
759-9811

753-8355

We Want To Be
Your Place!

* $1.85 Breakfast Special - Everyday
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, KY 42071
Office Phone 759-1400
Catalog Phone 759-4080

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sun. 12:30-5:30

* Country Ham Breakfast Special - Sat. & Sun.
* Lunch Buffet - Mon. thru Fri. - Only $3.95
* Sunday Buffet - 11:30 a.m. 'til 2 p.m. - On $3.95
753-8080 - Pvl Party Room Available

"Commissioner Burnette is
going to get his day in court,"
,Stumbo said.
That is not a certainty. Senate
leaders have not yet determined
how they will conduct the trial of
Burnette if the House votes to
impeach him, as is expected.
The single article of impeachment to be considered by the
House is based on the contention
that Bumette committed the acts
for which he was convicted rather
than his conviction alone. Stumbo
said the distinction is important.
''The committee did not want to
set the precedent that there need be
a conviction before an impeachment proceeding is brought,'
Stumbo said.
Burnettes conviction and the
article of impeachment say he
placed a woman on the Agriculture
Department payroll in June 1988
about three weeks before she actually began working.
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Need Line office
to close for move

Supporting the troops
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McConnell backs war crimes bill
WASHINGTON (AP) — A bill
introduced Wednesday by U.S.
Sen. Mitch McConnell of Kentucky
would direct President Bush to start
laying thc groundwork on which
Saddam Hussein and his forces
may be tried for war crimes.
"The bill is binding because I
want Saddam Hussein to knov.
when the war is over, and the evidence is in, he and his forces will
be judged and forced to pay the
maximum price for their atrocities," the Republican lawmaker
said in a statement.
The .bill would authorize the
president to designate the appropriate governrrient agency to collect
and maintain records of the treatment by Iraq of civilians and prisoners of war.
It would also direct the administration to determine whether a
U.S. court would be the appropriate
place to
charges of violating

Offices of Murray-Calloway
County Need Line Church and
Cooperative Ministry, Inc., will be
closed Friday, Jan. 25, and Monday, Jan. 28.
The Need Line offices are being
moved from the present location at
209 Maple St. to the George Weaks
Community Center at South
Seventh and Poplar Streets.
The office will be open again on
Tuesday. Jan. 29, to serve the residents of Murray and Calloway
County for their immediate
emergency needs, said Dick Hoffman. president of Need Line.

Local educator
to take part in
annual conference
A I.ocal educator will take part in
a presentation during the annual
Kentucky Council of Teachers of
English/Language Arts conference
to be held at the Galt House in
Louisville on Feb. 22-23.
Michael tohen of Murray State
University will present "Feminist
Approaches to Traditional Texts."
KCTE/LA extends an invitation
to all English/Language-Arts machers grades K-college to attend "A
Festival of Sharing: Ideas for Success."_Speakers will include Dan
Kirby, professor and chair of the
Department of Instructional Programsk at the University, of Central
Florida, Orlando, as Friday's keynote speaker., and Wilma Dykeman,
professor of English at the University of Tenneswe. Knoxville.
Saturday 's speaker.
Kirby is co-author of "Inside
Out: 15evelopmental Strategies for
-TL:Jching Writing," and Dykeman
is the ju!hor of' ''the 1 all Woman—

•

the Geneva Conventions the stale
rnent said
dorttcstA ,•1,r;\
mapproprrdh: on Yle pr;:scrnation
of such cases. th•_. president is
urged to press he I rJR:d Nations
(.!
e,tahlish an
Lfl

the bill s soleSp
'Since the
use of force Afii;
the
Storm.
aga.i

Read the
want ads daily

MITCHELL'S CARPET
FLOOR COVERING
Kyle Wadley., youth minister at Glendale Church of Christ, sang
Proud To Be An American" at a
pep assembly Wednesday at Calloway County High School. The assembly was organized to honor the
American troops in the Middle East. The assembly featured the school's Color Guard, ROT(' unit, skits
and speeches given by the students.
•

• Carpet • Vinyl • Wallpaper • Blinds
753-2392

Hwy. 94 West

•at,! wher
Jon • Madian,, pres-ident

of. Humanities- Sol:ware, ekhihitor and
, hooks, 'A I:
author of_
d'so he '71 atteiiLfance. In addition to
numerous sessions on Friday and
Saturdak, there V•ill he a i:riday
"Night Out" at the Kentucky Derby
Museum at historic Churchill
Dov, nN, an idea exchange on Saturday. arid the Saturday Luncheon.

War protest...

SIFER SUNDAY SALE!
Don't Miss the Game! Hurry for Big Savings on Portable TVs and Radios Now Thru Sunday, 1127191

(Cont'd from page 1)
them to or not." he said
"One nation (the U.S) cannot be
allowed to dominate this planet,"
.iccording to one protester.
But according to a former veteran:. "vkhether. you believe Bush
made a mistake or notrit's too late.
We should work together."
"If they disagree 1.Yith the Aar,
that's fine," according to student
Kris McCoy, "but our soldiers are
over there now and they should be,
supportive of the soldiers over
there."
Treva Baber agreed. "This (protest) is not what are country-needs
right now, they don't need all this
negative hull," Baber said.
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1.55
1.55
1.73
1.13

.95
.95

Most Major Credit 1
'
Cards Welcome
_
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PERSPEcTIVE
Letters to the Editor

U.S. troops in Saudi Arabia
thank supporters for gifts
.Note. The following letter
.4as received by Murray State Um6ersity and was given to the Ledger
.1 Times by Eddie Allen. Student
ernment Association of
S L'

!sear Students of NIurray State Um.ersity and Calloway County,
Ae would like to take this time
lo thank NISI.
Nssociation. MS.
Association. Sli.riay i_ed tiers.
[,"res. Cal:oway C.
,)t the American Rec
people of Murray a.
Calloway County for
,•.
support and painstaking efforts that
sou contributed to • Operation
!It:NC7: Shield
Your caring spirit for fellow
.Nmeri;:ans during troubled timcs.
as these. is what Arnertea wa,

sent, Acre of an excellent selection
which. have been put to good use
Your thoughts and prayers have
been well appreciated and
‘karc :1:: looking forward to
the J.
hen our job here in Saud
:\ :Th.shed and
we
to t's.7 !r':s.:71,1s arid
.1/4
11‘; M:\\
• — 41

be

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Shakespeare auditions attract players ofall ages
Stiatspeare's like the Bible."
Bob Valentine says to a solemn
group of listeners at Murray's Playhouse ri the Park. "People think
they need to sit and watch and be
very worshipful," he continues, and
a few heads in the audience scr.-.
to be nodding in agreement.
He reminds the group, however.
that the Bard's works were written
to be performed in an inn, and that
the crowds who flocked to see the
plays when they were written
in
the late 16th.and early 17th centuries
11k:re sometimes rowdy.
kaw dy ri:ffians who enjoyed a good
and an occas:ona] oft So v.e want you to relax lia‘c
i:ooki -me." ‘'4:entine tells the
,•a; of about 10 anvous actors
,no
audition for
wa:t:r1g
ol the
- Iarnmg

•
•' •

c

s:

,•,f

.•

•

to rec'e,

-s•

ISZ
.
V6

out for roles in l'arning of the
Shrew." -The youngest was 9,Ms. Brewer said, "and the oldest
ranch. Of the fiery Kate he says, was
hc cast list will he
been
having
"She's
a had day. In
posted on Friday. Jan. 25
fact, she's been having the same
Originally director Valentine
bad day for several years."
was going to take SI "straightBy now, the auditioners realize
approach to the ploy, but set desigthat the director is serious about
ner Jerry Abbitt created a new conhaving fun, and they begin to warm
cept by envisioning a saloon as the
up to their roles. Sparks fly
backdrop for much of the action.
between the sisters. Kate and Bianca, before their fight is broken up Reflecting the western theme, there
by their fretful father, Baptista. will he cowboys, dancehall girls, a
And the lovesick Lucentio is piano player, maybe even a few
appropriately heartrending as he Indians.
'Fhough the cast will be finalized
confesses to the servant, Tranio, "I
on Friday. Playhouse in the Park is
burn, 1 pine. I perish," for the love
sti.11 in need of sonic stall positions
of the fair Bianca.
such as property master. Wardrobe
The archaic language and poetic
supervisor, script production assispresent challenges to even the most
tant. assistance stage manager, as
experienced performers, so it is no v,t4)
as-troperkes and sound techsurprise when a would-be Kate
nicians and set construction (Jew
drops out of character after a partimembers. cularly difficult stretch of dialogue
'Taming of the Shrew - is
to declare, "Like I really know this
for
performances March 22-2•:.
stuff."
Stage manager Randy Wilson 29-31. Any one interested ri ass.-:
and assistant director Gaye Brewer ing with the production in in.,
estimate that about 45 people tried to call Plasho.::se 111 the
502-759-1 7's'
lie describes Petruchio as a swashbuckling cowboy who ouns,

"S:Ylecnth ,entury Italy was a
divided, frontier society," according to Bob. "The central' government was weak and distant, and
princes and warloads controlled
small areas by forces of arms.
Social order was maintained
through family ties, the church, and
belief in tradition."
Within the framework of that
description. old Padua and the golden 11eN. become horses of the
<am: coior.
-So we re not worried about
a•iyrydy 's accent either," Valentine
.:,•,res the would -he Kates and
Los.
As aaditions proceed. Valentine
sne for the actors.

SE.

7-41°C

Letter not intended to hurt
Arab nationals here in U.S.

"ft•

4,1111
!
_cN
z•-

I'm tr,;.y sorry If there
tose of you that are from ;
Eas: arid are seeking
.::,.ornent of 1.!'e. liberty ani
Of ha7:nness here -

LOOKING BACK

Report
to Kentucky

By JO DURKEEN

SENATOR WENDELL FORD
• senate

Vt•satagton. I) S

Today In History

211.510

PRO‘IIIIIN(, I \I kfil III-1( I

N(

I ii(1\ I

'LI

natioh m support of our courageous
Jut!. sse should also be joining ranks in a deter
Ilia••11 ,......4 ,1!;11,'.
neYer repeated.
•
to reduce our dependence
clear than ii is in these dass
now ri•klIlg their uses
•ser,alc
e
'
.',.1..
•!hitl! iii

Jt

on I nerg Research
in pow cr to ad‘an,x
con...en. anon and et t i

th a t if 'Ain he among
weeks and months

i;117i

c.i,,itor bet? Hingaman (1)- N
dIfe,Tion
e has e introduced
measure that I behest: holds
.or this entire nation.
needed cooperation ainom.,
If .-risi',rucial incentis es tor resear,11
• ,intillarici.us,
of coal and
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if help lead !he way to cleaner and more
through the use of coal.
• y thricleari burning characteristics of
•!
antages (It existing coal-based power
-a resuir.
,ould allow many utilities to ,:omply with new
Jean ‘fir staridards
abandoning high-sulfur coal or installing
inefficient scrubbers.
and relatis
I he Top 100 still ur dioxide-rmitting power plants are an as erage
ti k ti‘e
t rum . one or more natural-gas pipelines. V4e can,
by
strengtnening Inc
of these plants
In the last( ongress, we mused our ,ofiring bill through the Senate
a,an amendment to the National I- nerp eolies Act of IW), only to
see it die in the House. ‘‘e hioe now reintroduced this critical proposal
as a tree-standing hill V,c are going to need the help of all Kentuckian')
in musing it all the wa,i through the 102nd Congress.
Kentuckians fought' long and hard for new energy technologies
.1tret the enerF crisis rit 1971. But our efforts were abandoned at the
federal loci in the I 9$0s Now we are importing more oil than rer
.i..tote at a\t)\! that has reached a truls staggering S50 billion a year.
The overall impacCof these imports on our economy and on the
lives of our peopleas obviously much greater than that. The costs of
excessise dependence on foreign oil has e became intolerable, and they
continue to rise. Pi time to get back on the right track with regard
to clean, efficient and .ompet'live domestic energy production is now.
Maui

Kelit UL

%.0{111" Willing

JOIDS

Ten years ago
Virgil Gilliam, Murray postmaster for past two years and a 39-year
veteran of U.S. Postal Service.
retired from his local position on
Jan. 16.
Mrs. Arlie Scott of Murray' was
elected vice president of Kentucky-'s 4-H Leaders Council at a meeting held Jan. 17 at Lexington.
• Sherry Lynn Morris and Barry
Lee Travis were married Dec. 6 at
First Baptist Church.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Edwards, Oct.
31; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Mike
Crouch, Jan. 7; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Tommy Dale Paschall, Jan. 8:
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Snider, Jan. 19.
Twenty years ago
Army Sgt. Roger D. Wilson, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Boyce Wilson, is
serving in Germany.
Mike Alexander, Mark Kennedy,
Don Burchfield. Steve Porter and
Larry Robinson, Murray Boy
Scouts. will attend 13th World
Scout Jamboree at Japan Aug.
2-10
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Gary- Bogartd, n.
15, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Randall
Gene Garland, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs Joe W. Mathis and a boy to

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

090Y wig*
OPEA10011114/411(lit II' AMU 1U110107
IWT AT GLEOLI
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -Here arc Wednesday's winning numbers selected by the
Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3
'6-4-0 Lotto; 1-4-26-3I35-39
Estimated jackpot: SI.3
million.

0
Shell

Sir .17:',1 Mrs. Jaek \\
a boy to Mr. i.
Schroader, Jan.
Vickie Crawford and Kerr.
Dwain Adams were married LIN. 1 a: the home of her parentN. Mr. and.
Mrs. Donald Craw ford.
Thirti years ago
Army Pfc. Gene W. King, son (.4•I'
Mr and Mrs. James I'. King, is a
member of 24th Infantry Division •
fl German.
Ernest M.adrey of Rt. I. Murray
won second prite of $200 in a larrn
forestry awards competition, sponsored by Courier-Journal.
Recent births reported at Murray.
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Conrad Carr. a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry Bohn, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs: Daymon Turner, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Cooper and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby D. Locke.
forty years ago
Dr. Ralph Ii. Woods will be featured speaker at the annual meeting
Calloway County' Farm Bureau on
Jan. 27 at Little Auditorium, Murray State College, according to
John Lassiter, president.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. John Russell, Jan. 14;
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Melvin
Young, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Stone and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Kennedy Jr.. Jan. 16.
MiSc Kay Weatherly and Rob
Ray were married Jan. 20 at Corinth, Miss.
II. •Glenn Doran, executive vice
president of peoples Bank, talked
about "Economic Security in the
Home" at a meeting of Home
Department of Murray Woman's
Club.
TIM FIRSTAMENDMENT

,
maim NO laid Ift/N, t,m, .5.1
of rehear, or prohrkung 0./.'.',!UN.1," tNINN4
-or .11.1411/11iNlverdom of' ipen h or 4the prr,.. or she
richt of sly peoplevwd,edhlrib J,,I'Mfb,lf an/ ft,

"Let us dare
to read,think,
speak,and
write."

lokn Adams
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Russey assumes duties 'A...My Name is Alice'
at Horse Cave's theatre to open Feb. 1 at MSU

ng of the
NaS 9,"
the oldest
1st ‘,till he
25.
Valentine
"straight"
set desig1 new con lion as the
he action.
.!me, there
311 girls, a
en a few

he Park is
positions
Wardrobe
ion assis•
imager,
•und tech
mitt re-,1/4

Lit Busse), of Murray recently been a regular audience
joined the staff of Horse Cave ever since.
Theatre as associate producer.
Originally from northern \Cis
Bussey, who directed Horse. consin, she earned her Bachelor of
Cave's highly acclaimed produc- Arts degree in theatre from the
tion of "The Business of Murder" University of Wisconsin. She als••
last fall, will oversee the theatre's completed a, three-year diploma
fundraising program, as well as acting course at the critinet
serve on the artistic staff and as Webber -Douglas Academy of Dr.:
director of administration.
matic Art in London
Hussey came to Horse Cave
Asior her latest carcct
directly from the Playhouse in the
Busse>,
says, "I am ver\
Park in Murray, where she served
profess • t
promoting
:about
as executive director for five years.
re arts programming
She also works in the Basic Arts
Kentucky. I especially has
Program, which trains teachers in
looking
forward to work inc
arts - education in 10 Kentucky
Warren Hammack and Pam, .
school systems.
White on the recognition and lurth
Bussey's interest in Horse Cave
development of the outstanditti.
er
Theatre goes back to 1977 when
Horse
Cave program as if inot.c..
she attended the inaugural season
into
its
fifteenth. year."
productions of "Candida," "The
Glass Menagerie." and "Mary.
Horse Cave Theatre is su;Inp,.
Mary." She worked at Horse Cave
in part by the National End •
Theatre in 1980 and 1981 as an
or the Arts and the Ket.' . •
actress and stage manager, and has
Couric!

L)H girl band: is how each niea,),,:r
begins to tell us her own story through song arid dialogue
s:nger/ac tress assumes several characters arid veteran director
Gene Ruby has assembled a strong ensemble to present Playhouse in the
Park's ;VI:lila] Dinner heatre production at the (errs Center Ballroom in
!sttrra.,
Ne. to the Playhouse is Lynette Allbritton who !IVes and Aork, 11]
Allhritton has numerous roles to her cred;!.
the MarketLowse hea:re including her most demanding role as ii]anc:x
linghton
Mcrioirs In real life, Allbritton plays 11,•.:
role ••1
"r•Htl.en. to tour children.
NH SMinecn, rilso from Paducah but currently' residing in Murray
t..srtarid and attending MSU, is no stranger to M
1:]e
Lre]tit\ include "Arnahl and the Night Visitors." ".\- te (•et Yu.,r
thcr 1950s cabaret. Shaheen feels her most r-. --.r',:,:
die \.ka, working in the Opera Worksf,op pro•t,
"
II: •welli Powell practically grew up on the Pin hi
sarile a, a
ne Young Actors Guild. Powell is currently a sh:Lleni ;I; M11
Bet•,n..•
:erformed in last season's product ior
i•

f
IA ,

"7-

Four of the FR e cast members from - 1 \ly \ante is
111:o house in the Park production. join hands in carnarddeN.
tured
from left are Louise 1A eatherlY, Laney Povic•II, Niki stiabeen and
Lynette Allbritton. 'Aot pictured is .11 lhijri 8 hoeider I his dinner
theatre production %ill be held Feb. I. 2, 8 and in the \1:.rr.t‘ Sijie
University Curris ( enter.

a sta.ler];
probJbly
oro,t'lLt,On Of -Po:
.
1)11 -

MSU gallery hosts show
"Desert Bands" describes the
joint exhibition of Karl Flood and
Horace Lee Copeland in the Curris
Center Gallery at Murray State
University. On view from Jan. 28
through Feb. 10, the exhibition will
feature functional design work by
Flood and sculptural work by
Copeland.--My subject matter is primariiy.
cactus/cacti with other southwest
themes incorporated," says Flood.
In his work, Karl takes rough,
rugged subjects like prickly cacti -and forms the imagery into a functional piece which can fit comfortably in the living roorn,atmosphere .:
as tables, lamps or chairs. After
conceptualizing an idea, he starts a
piece by glueing together board
lumber, carving die -shapes and finishing \\ ith saint. •
"I he son of IT and Fran-Flood
of Murray, Kati' Flood is a 1991
candidate for a ,Bachelor of Science
degree in Art Education. Floor has
exhibited in the last three Annual
Student Shows, receiving two cash
awards and a first place in 1989 at
Callo-wily County Library art
Competition.
Flood has been very active in
campus organizations incruding ari
officer in the Sigma Chi Fraternity
the last three years, a member of
the Student Government Association and a cartoonist for the MSC
campus newspper. IL also
received a Cartoonist Honorable

Carrigan exhibits
photos at gallery

r1S, Jan
ts.

nd Kerry
ied Jan.
N. Mr. a.

go
ing, Son •]-0'
.King,
y

1, Murr,:y
'1 in a farm
[ion, spoil-

at Murray.
.o Mr. and
to Mr. and
to Mr. and
girl to Mr.
r and a girl
I). Locke.
go
will be leaJai meeting
Bureau on
rium, Murcording to
t.
le a girl to
:II, Jan. 14;
rs. Melvin
and Mrs.
to Mr. and
. Jan. 16.
and Rob
20 at Cor-

cutive vice
ank, talked
rity in the
of Home
Woman's

therrof
et I...

Mention from the K.I.P.A
Newspaper.
Upon completion of student
teaching and May graduatiot'
MSU, Flood plans to seek
mat as an elementary art te.i, •
"In most of my sculpture. I
everyday subjects and object•.
as people, animals or
hrouch the nled]Illn
tile f or
abstracted." ,]',1%S (fOi]]:
his rubberband sculpture
entirely. Out of rubherban.:
the son of Christine C. a.
ace L. Copeland Sr. of Earimc,••:..
Horace Copeland Jr. is a 1991 Can
didate for the Bachelor of Science•
-degree in Art Education fret.
N1SU. lie received a cash ascard
the 1986 Annual Student Shuse and
was represented in the l'.(
National Engraving Calendar
Upon graduation, Copeland n:arts
to gain teaching experience as a
substitute teacher while searcr•m,:
for a full time position. lie is considering pursuing a Masters
Deuce.. plans to marry in 1993.
and wants to •
lifs artistic sk
"he Curr•;., Center C•.:.
lo-cated on the grodlid
Curris Student Center
the Chestnut Street \ht.
!cry hours are 9t;•• •
Monday-Friday, an....
p.m. Saturday and Sunday I
no charge for admission

o.she

WEEKLY
ARTS CALENDAR

An exhibition by Gina Carrigan
of Hardin titled "How Much is
That Leg -in the Window'!" may be
seen in the upper level of the Eagle
Gallery at Murray State University
from Jan. 28 to Feb. 10.

Through January —
Display — Entries for the Se
ond Annual Murray -Calloway
County Camera Club Photograph:,
competition, free, Public Library
meeting room.(The public can vole
The daughter of Ray and Sue for the People's Choice Award.,
Carrigan of Hardin, Carrigan is a Jan. 28-Feb. 10 —
candidate for the bachelor of fine
Art exhibit — "How Much is
arts degree in the area of photogra- that Leg in the Window," free.
phy. While a student. a_t;..,MSU, she upper level of Clara Ni. Eagle
has been .a member of the Organi- Gallery.
zation of Murray Art Students and
Art exhibit — "Desert Bands,"
traveled on a student exchange to free, Curris Center Gallery, ground
Toowoomba, Australia in 1988. level of MSTJ Curris Center.
She has had two of her photo- Jan, 31-Feb. 3 —
graphs published by PhotograMusical production — "Campher's Forum magazine, one in the pus Lights," (MSU student-ArittCri
Best of College Photography Annu- and student-directed), admission,
al in 1989, and another photo-in the p.m. Thursday-Saturday, and
Best of Photography Annual in p.m. Sunday, Lovett Auditorium
1989.
Feb. 1-2 —
Musical revue — "AM, Name
"My primary media has been
Alice," dinner show, admission.
is
black and white photography. Its
or
Playhouse in the Park seasor
possibilities of timeless elegance
(dinner is 58 with season
ticket
and sensuality has been the cornerdinner at 7 p.m., show at 8
ticket),
stone of my work," Carrigan said.
Curris
Center Ballroom.
p.m.,
The exhibit will include silver,
Through Feb. 17 — inko-dye and gam-bichromate
Art exhibit — "Sticks- and
prints and weaving.
"Time...Pieces," by Kentucky
The Eagle Gallery is located on artists, free, Clara M. Eagle
the fourth floor of the Price Doyle Gallery,
Fine Arts Center on the Murray
Through farch 2 —
State, University campus. Viewing
Exhibit — "Lady of the Lake.hours arc from 9 a.m.-9 p.m.. 20 woven wall hangings by Philis
Monday-Friday, 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Alvic, based on the romantic poem
Saturday, and 1-4 p.m. Sunday. of Sir Wall,er Scott, part of the
The gallery is closed on university "Scott Festival," free, Wrather
holidays and there is no admission West Kentucky Museum.
,
fee.
6 a.m.-10 p.m.
Loq,21
Have we got a
Doily
Calotn
R.stautont 12th 8c, Sycamore deal for you...

1. and ro

FREE SLICE OF HOMEMADE PIE
WITH ANY DINNER OR STEAK AFTER 4 P.M.

Our Dinners start at $3.95 - Otter Good Thru Feb. 11.
753-8080 - Pvt. Party Room Available
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College to host symposium
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Mayfield writer to autograph book

HOMEOWNERS & AUTO
Commercial

Fain Insurance Agency
Jim Fain
Tracy McKinney

753-0362

611 S. 4th St.
Murray, Ky.

Patricia Rice

JOE ATKINS
Joins

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury, Inc.
Four-Time Consecutive
President's Award Winner
1986-1987-1988-1989

Extra Large Capacity

TWO-SPEED
WASHER

The Highest Honor A
Ford Dealer Can Achieve

-Joe Atkins,51,a native ofPuryear,Tn., hasjoined the
Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury sales staff.
Joe, a graduate of Puryear High School, brings with
him 28 years ofexperience in the West Tennessee area.
Joe started selling Ford products after being discharged from the army in 1962.
The son of Taylor and Lela Wilson Atkins, Joe is
married to the former Shelby Davis of Fulton, Ky. and
has two children, Gene of Los Angeles and Kim, a
graduate student at MSU.
At Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury, Joe joins Nick
Ryan, Ron Wright, Larry McCully, Rodger Mayer,
Thomas Jones, Dwight McDowell and Joe Rowland on
the dealerships sales staff.
We appreciate our sales staff and what they mean to
our business. They have helped us win the President's
Award for customer satisfaction for the fourth year in a
row," David Parker said.
As we celebrate our 63rd year in business, we invite
you to call on Joe or any one of our award winning sales
staff. Joe is happy to be back close to home and old
friends and will be glad to help you find a new or used
vehicle or to assist you with any questions or problems
you may have.
Since 1928
FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

Parker
Ford Lincoln-Mercury
New Ideas Fmns The Area's Most Experienced Dealer

701 Main Street, Murray

•n,4dapn,

,• #

753-5273

Jr\

Model 5%\5

4] •

.2 wash/spin speed combinations.
.3 wash/rinse temperature selections.
.3 cycles - regular, permanent press/
knits, activated soak..
.3 water level selections.
•Filter-Flo• filtering system.
'Porcelain enamel finish on cover, lid
and basket.

398

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
Your Ceneral Electric, denn Air
and RCA Appliance Dealer In Murray

212 East Main Street

753-1586

It
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to Flurkeen, editor
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Nezv Mt. Carmel plans singinx

Robert Tyler Colson born

Concord. i.1 fiase a gospel
he the Calvary Connection of Paducah and The King's Sons of Murray -the public is ins ited
to attend

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Colson of Murray arc the parents of a son. Robert
yler, weighing eight pounds seven ounces. measuring 201/2 inches, horn
on Wednesdas, Dec. 19. at Murray -Calloway County Hospital. The
mother is the former Lori Caldwell. Grandparents are Keith and Emma
Edwards, Bobby and Beverly Colson. Judy Caldwell. and Webb and Julia
Ca!dua Great-grandparents are Calvert and Dolhe Colson. Hughes ..•
'0..le Edwards. and Lucille Johnson.

Super Bozvl breakfast on ACTS
In,: ACTS Satellite Network. Inc • w.:1 leatilre "Super Bowl Prayer
Breakfast 1941" on Sunday, Jan 27 This can bgseen on Murray Cablevis.or Channel 43 :rom 6 to 7 a rr, Sunday:-Thei'presentation of The Bart
Starr Award to :he NFL player v. ho has most exhibited moral and family
71 hi periormance on the tied .' h:\ community, and in his family
l'an,!atcs for the aAard arc Barry Sanders of Detroit
Lons. M:ke Singletary of Chicago Bears, and Christian Okoye of Kansas
Cits Cr.icfs Joe Gibbs, head coach ot a.h,^pin Redskins will be feaand Torn Landrs. torrne• head coach of Dana. Cowboys.
i..rcd
asers of Super Bowl XXV will
st

sinles zeal clean luglizvati
7rect Sundas, Jar, 27, at 2 p.m.
nui.ding. 'This will be for the
warm clothing. The clea.nformation call Pamela.
! 247-2244

W

ay Chamber of
a. M.irras
ccan.;:p, and persons
t•or
:rorn 2 to 3 p
Jeanne, -z; '224 V.I's

. 77

a', on of Retired Federal
S,rloin Stockade.
M
, Ac,ouniant. will talk about
,o4retire from federal
•••.'''s '7 said
f .napl,ir

o:

: fr das

Patricia Rice

Autographing Party
Saturday 1 p.m.-3 p.m.
Author ot...
*Moon Dreams *Lord Roue *Cheyenne s Lady
*Many More

BOOK RACK

-Nett, & Used Books
Dixieland Center On Chestnut

Mt. Carmel Baptist Chur,n.
singing on Sunday. Jan. 27. at r) p

Ken-len Iris ineetzti
on
1:1k:
:..ise
Ken-len It.
Saturday, Jan 26. at 2.15 p.m in tiic :,asci•ienii of I r,1 l nited Metiiod.st
Jo‘Le Resn is, Dre,
()H,crs
Church. Church Street. Dresden,
den. president. Earnest Royal, Murray, sic e•presidetit. Sharon Mahe.
mersv•ille, TenrrT-secretary. and JaHt,eline Clasion. Paris, I eon . treas.:7
has ;q"?.7()% in ale
er The Association was started 1..rie f . 1(P)o
ly 10 members. Association
to the iovai if.•o'dp are- on an annual
donation basis. It is an affiliate of the American Iris So,ietv. a %Ilona:
group which promotes the education. culture and Lultisatior. of iris For
s:r 4:65
more information call 1-901.1N4 555- or

Patients are dismissed
Local persons reient
Marion Owen. of Murras from
Dexter from 1.0.1rLic,

NARFE will hear Richardson
l.ake (

New

753-4821

Tharpe reunion on March 23
Pans are underway for the second Tharpe School reunion for all class
embers who attended Tharpe School. The event will he Saturday, March
2;. trim 3 to 9 p.m. at Brandon Spring Group Camp in the Land Between
:he Likes. This will be an informal affair so dress casual and bring your
hc cost will be SX per adult, S4.50 per child, 10 and under. and
,',1:!,Ircn, 2 and under. Reservations W :th amount due must he
•7„.
later than Friday, March X. to assure your dinner re.er‘ation
the
I1,1h). Please mail your check or money order along
of .1.!.;lts or children attending to Lillian Gatlin Stanle:y. Rt. 3.
Crutcher, Pt
Bo\ 4SA, Guthrie Rd., Paris, Tenn., 38242, or Ronetta
2. Dover. Tenn 37058. "We are sorry hat no admittance will he made
imner.
a,. we are renting the building and the SX meal cost
the rent for the facility.- said Stanley. For. information call
.641.91cr,

Devon Allen Schroader born
Mr. and Mrs Robert Allen S.:
of a son. Deson Allen. weii: •
intte.. horn on Tuesdas. Jan •
w transl.i.-,i
lio.p

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

, -...roaLier and the :at,: l)or!s Ntar.
T J Garner. ail of l'sla7r.iy

Valentine dance s -heduled
7)e S,1.. • •
A \.alen:ine
A'eaks Community Center a: Soul!.
Ci/L!:',s. All
This is being sponsored by YvILrrav•CaU,ro.:1
ages are welcome to attend ttie dance Sealar.ng n.g hand era music with
at the Senior Citiiens.
Moose as the D.J. Tickets at S each tire
1-or information
office at- Weaks Center are may he p.r..naNed at th.':
call 7534698 or 753-42XX.- .Benefit.- vv!t1 go o. .the -George 'leaks Community:Center and Murray-Callow as

California grou

lans event

ARIES
(M.0 21 to Apr l't,
Th“Ligt. s oil t-i• self disc 'piffled 4 ill
!.,ou're 110 1111..11 I..
pit) nota,
Ili
1111110U.rusrws. when slit opping moo:
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through soi ial interests
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lApr 21)I,INIaN 20,
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21,
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(1

N4414 ri
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he a phis 'fay for s. ii regarding .ueer
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111#

Cs.,is 2.2 no Tie( iii
iili
Self 111S4 White
Non re raring to go now hut anilil
I latly.. tiring NI/11 pri igress iiri the ji0i
ruffle sorneiine's feathers
There s a Itnel), accent 4 al
ailing on iii.
.1% old tHissiness and
I areer sinus
howe‘er. pall 414'4,41111P 11141 - 41•404. 44 14114114 F;41j4,N
time.
4'14,
meet with
('APRIt'ORN
(iEMINI
(11••• d..i tii.lan 1'1
\1.0, 21 tii.hine 20,
ii4.4 4114 liii hOlil
a fa.,
You'll want to 1{0 S4/Me
1A Irk and lilal. todaN Yc10 II take die
task. film of the wa),• riiiw Ii. a gi /I
lead iii OA in planning gii..11 111111".. and
pit o lis)lArVer" 141,11ihint be In 4,4 ITIU411
aNall Si,ii 4111 OW
44144.
111 a hum
T.'night firings

Th.„....„

LAST CHANCE
1991 Sergers at
1990 Prices

Our Price

$499

Hwy. 68 Near 1-24 (Exit 16) Reidland. Ky.41074
898-7301 or 1-800-599-1;SEW

California Connection members Judy Hafner, John Goodell, Ginger
Goodell and Pat Danna prepare imitations to the California Connetlion potluck to be held Saturday. Feb. 9. in the Hospitality Room of
University Branch of Bank of Nlurray. Anyone viho has a'connection
to California and has not receised an insitation is ureed to call l'at

OUR WOOD WINDOW
REPLACEMENT KIT
SAVES YOU A LOT
OF ENERGY.

Danna, 759-1337.

11 •

—

AQUARIUS
Fa•t.
1,11,
Iii It ccraiiil,

A

PISCES

oiarar

p,cE

IF:0
.lois d i to Aug 22,

Sewing Machine Co

If
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sisi Mil!. be .rganizing a narIN now
Ifi a
tinti,u 4 4 Mid al,441 grt
it!
dispute with a blend t, stab
0,-..el,fpnients at present arc deb
!ateINIi .).our favc1 .

Model 784
Sug. Retail $849

4

.41-411.

1130AM 103.7FM

•

iiu tia‘e extra incerity,e 10(1.1% and
will make things happen for iiii ii
Tonight
iri.;:ue r,
ti' in the mood for socializing lAtiik
I orward to gin id times —
VIRGO
I Aug 23 to Sept 22)
You may meet with a child's
teacher.. ti stas Also, yin) ma.s. make
plans fin- .t trip What seems like a
ui ks break could bring yin' stn.( 1•51
reriignition now Ill blItilfleSs

tez

:231•01•1
It's a dal. that fin ors int estment
Inc ves Try to it !However. to be fuels!,
with ti'is.' nes Leisure. activities are
tun filleif ti might Vinfrt• dune p.ipu
lar'

...41,1t
I.

liTSJP•WIMN

puttirig Si air
nig tr, nut to be
Ionise Ii"rder
flu tan,nial with Lund\ members
Tunight brings happiness III 141“. al141
J41)1111.4 good !lin.-21),
1..11 iii', Ii ati idol friend a ta‘or

Fel) Pi ti

LIBRA

Listen To:

at Iire•svla

114410 IleV441

CANCER

It's the Final Days
of Pier l's January
Clearance starling
Friday at 9:00 a.m.

20%

TI'

\Lir

n, ii tic I in 111110• I. or

uirit

thriitigh
home based

fatinl, interests and
activities ti night
yi at -151 qr.. "If 1NY tia‘i•
mai gifts-and the Auto!. to 141411144'r
041114. them Tie'ugh 5011 can succeed
in business Niiti w( edit be unhappy in
w,irk that did iii it refle( t your ideals
You lia‘e good taste and may be
something if a 4 4 41141111114.Ur To be
4 AI 411.4.41 regular periods i if
solitude to replenish ',our spirit and
energies You're often blessed with
4 ri•atise talents Itirthdate of Edwin
new ',Mall. Virginia

luau

writer, and

Mildred

Wa•olf,

Iiimriock. actress,

Call FRANCES DRAKE (24 hrs.)
Forecast for Today or the F'uture
I 900 226 0360
Si a minute

THEATRESi

Off Regular Prices

"First To Break The News"

STOREW1DE
Plus...
All Items on our
Sale Tables
Reduced
Off
Reg.
Prices

75%
Greg Mathieson
Saudi Arabia

I

MARVIN —*—
WINDOWS - -

Trais Lumber Dottcenter.

WSJP-WBLN, now the ONLY
media to have its own reporter
in the Middle East.

Your Home Investment Company

And...
All Wicker & Rattan
Furniture
20.18.50%rifg•i

Exclusive Reports From Greg Mathieson
and

Fri., Sat. &
Jan. 25, 26 & 27

Kindergarten
Cop (PG-13)

t‘.
l
Vs

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. ONLY
Adult $3, Child $2.50

9

MSU Night is
Thursday Night!

A

44

Other Locations—Renton and Lake

Misery (R)

3 DAYS ONLY
Sun.,

iscove
1311
L
)11
(
br
131
Ts
s
ulliP cviteEi

ON CHESTNUT STREET
Men -FM. 7:114; Sd. 1-5; Sun. I-5

Edward
Scissorhands
PG-13)

TUNE IN DAILY

Bel-Air Shopping Center Murray, KY 3:c
759-1390
Open
7 Days
A Week

Home Alone
(PG)

cm

• Rent our iniptir.•at the min lest
JIMA the.t nut • 75:1-3311
Open II.am III 10.1/411
:

:

'
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Jane McCuiston, first vice president, presided at at the January
meeting of Amvets 45 Auxiliary
held at the lodge hall at Paris
Landing, Tenn.
The prayer was led by Jan quail.
Sarah Wofford presented the colors
and led the pledge of allegiance.
, It was announced that Jan. 20
—*as the auxiliary's American
child's birthday and that a gift
would be sent.

son, Robert
inches, horn
asp:lal. The
and Emma
bb and Julia
Hughes ad

for all class
irday, March
and Between
U bring your
under, and
Jue must he
r reser% ation
;mglb the
anley, Rt. 3.
:-. ruteher. Rt
hill he made
X meal cost
rmation call

'II

Wiwi, IA 111

Nom, that is if
ding' It sliiailot
•garoling ar••••r

A

,11 I Crif 1 11r4 al,
'toil II taki•
.uitt
alt S

Members are still collecting articles to send to people serving in
Armed Foxes in Saudi Arabia.

Compassionate Friends will meet
at 7.30 p.m in hoard room ol
Murray -Calloway County 11o,p,ta:

A scholarship of S300 was presented to Steven Leach.
A sectional meeting will he Jan
26 in Nashville, Tenn.

ti

lilt 1114'

aidisr
Intim' a ta%or
in. for .mpolla
throarglo
1 home toased

f have intelleo.
ON to) o 'minter
ou can stn.( .441

Xi Alpha Pri: Chapter it Beta
Sigma Phi *Ili inect at 7 p in at
home of Edna 534:h.',.

Plans for a Fifties party and
dance for Feb. 9 are being made.
Present were 27 members and
two guests

blessil.41

111.tie• of

`dirray Kiwari., Club willmeL
Sirloin Stockade

---Smglcs Friendship of Par:,
"fermi , will meet at 7:3(1 p m.
Paris. I Fir
Farm Bureau
inrwrr
;!. 1 Kinni!h

Lcht, a: St
Ser,fte at 9

a rr.

1.eo Cathol.,
Communior,
Legion of Mar,,

(Coed on page St

Hazel Hill and Toni Hopson taught members of treatise Arts Department of Murray Woman's Club how to make decorated baskets at a
recent meeting at the club house. Rose Marie Bryan demonstrated
wreath making and displao$ her own handmade wreaths and hooks
on wreaths for any decor. Pictured, from left, are Nlayrelle Clark,
Hazel Hill, Jo Oakley and Toni Hopson. Hostesses were Peggy Brown.
Nancy Haverstock and Susanne Doyle. The department will meet
Monday, Jan. 28, at 9:30 a.m. at the club house with Sherry Edwards
to present a lesson on "Making Creative Earrings." Hostesses will be
Lou Ann Philpot, Anna Mary Adams and Marie Hicks.

By Abigail

1

Van Buren

Woman Shrinks From Her
Feelings for Her Doctor
)EAR ABBY After breaking my
engagement to a man w ith whom I
had a five-year. on-again, off-again
relationship, I went to a psychiatrist
to get my- head straight. I am a 35year-old professional woman. After
nearly a yf•ar in therapy, I find.myself
.•ry much attracted to my pSychia-- ••
is not married. I see him
t rist
1411(i. a week for an hour anclefind
my .elflooking forward toour weekly
When I date other men. I compare
them With my doctor, and none can
ilt•qual him in intelligence. sensitivity and kindness
I realize that my feelings are
inappropriate. but I don't want to
-5Lep seeing !Um. Is this sort of thing
out sual. and how should 1 handle it?
FALLING IN LOVE
° •
DEAR FALLING: Be up-front
with your doctor and tell him
that you have a "crush" on J1iIi.
d —
No need to feel emhar
it's not uncommon.lie will know
how to put you at ease and help
you deal with your feelings.
If the feelings are mutual and
he's an ethical doctor, he will
refer you to another therapist.

DEAR ABM Will you please
-Al tin a little dispute'? My business
hours are from noon to midnight 4 12
a in to 12 p.m.,. I have been told it
-.hould be 12 p.m. to 12 am - and I
say tio-no!
I always thought -a.m." meant
olorning and -p.m." meant afternoon
night Am I correct,or not? Please
nil out and let me know.
•
(;.(7URRAN IN
BRE'NSW!( K. MAINE

llflilapp",UI

I air ideals
r• and may toloissieur To he
gular pent od's ii
!,4 tiff spirit and

r. A. Arior, v.111 has,:
meciirig, at X p.m a- t Senior
Benton. For in)or
,i/ei,,
751)11 i59 or 751-76(0
AA

Korean group pisits here

5*.

11

Thursday, Jan. 24
Thursday, Jan. 24
Prepared Childbirth Class will
1)pis.i-: meeting of Narcotic,
meet at 7 p.m. in education unit of ,Ai,iriyinFia, will he at 7 p.m. in
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
St Leo ('attiol,,

MURRAY TODAY

23

PAGE 7

Community events listed

Lessons 'resented at meetin

Auxiliary has meeting

[limes

THURSDAY, JANUARY 24, 1991

DEAR G. CURRAN: Noon to
midnight is 12 p.m. to 12 ;A.m. —
so you are incorrect. Eliminate
all the "a.m.'s" and "p.m.'s," and

simplify matters by saying, "12
o'clock noon — or 12o'clock midnight."
•5 *

DEAR ABBY:I enjoyed your Dog's
Prayer so much. I composed a companion prayer for cats. If you use it.
just sign me

•

Berea courses planned
.1 vu special programs will be
offered at Berea College, Berea,
during the summer of 1991.
according to Jackie Betts, coordi
nator of High School end College
Cooperative Learning Program.
A course in Appalachian Literature and History will be June
1,1-29. This is designed .primarily
for teachers who are interested in
offering courses or units in regional studies.
Primary teachers will be Wilma
Dyrkeman, novelist, historian, biographer.-..and adjunct professor,.,(it.
English at University of Tennessee.
Dr. Richard B. Drake, professor of

DEAR D.H.: Here it is:
A CAT'S PRAYER
Now hear this! You May live in
this dwelling with me. but keep in
mind your sole purpose-for existing
is to care for me. Luray OA keeps
you'abll,to do so.
Feed me well and promptly, so
that I may then find a quiet place to
lie down and stare at you. If that
place happens to be on top of the
television set, do not keep trying to
dislodge me even though my tail is
-hanging in the middle of the picture.
I expect full run of the premises.
including the kitchen table. I sniff
your food only to see ifl would prefer
it to mine. Brush me twice a week.
Murray-Calloway County 110,21Pet me as often as you wish,but I can
do Without the idiotic statenierds tal has released the dismissal, for
Wednesday. Jan. 23. No newh(q-n
you utter as you do so.
When I bump my head against' admissions or eCpir.111();:s
your leg or cheek, it means I accept
you as part(Amy environment. Keep
Dismissals
in mind that if I thought the lady
903 Fairlane, MurSmith,
James
next door would feed me better. I'd
G-1 Murray ManFoster,
L.D.
ray;
you're
If
minute.
a
in
here
be out of
Wiectorek, Rt.
John
,urray,
or,
looking for loyalty, get a dog.
Box 293- N. Murray:
*5*
Sirs. Frances Alsman, Rt. 2, BF I2T, Gilhertsv We. Mrs. Cles,ie
Most teen-agers do not know the facts
McClain, Rt. - 1, Palrnersville.
about drugs. AIDS, and how to prevent
unwanted pregnancy. It's all in Abby's
Tenn.:
updated,expanded booklet,"What Every
Liniy Beane, Rt. 5, Box 1134.
Teen Should Know." To order, send a
David Randall Pritchard.
Murray;
envelope,
self-addressed
business-size.
Rt. I. Sedalia;
plus check or money order for $3,954 f.4.50
in Canada) to: Dear Abby Teen Booklet.
Mrs. Cathy Downs, and bans
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, Ill. 61054.
boy, D-9 Fox Meadows, Murray
o Postage is included.)

Dismissals listed
by l. ocal hospital
for Wedriesdav

history at Berea(-allege. and (i
no.' Norman. writeran-residei
Department of English. Unoiers,
of Kentucky.
The costs for ethicator.
5250. including room; hoard.
and three hours of gradwate
from the University of Ken:
College of Education.
For information contact Loyal
Korean School Administrators hate been examining American Pre'
Jones, College Box 2336. Berea. 'school Education. Dr. Yoshio Noo, Murray State Lnisersity„lung
K‘.•40404, 1-606-9X6-9341. ester:,
Hee Choi, Elementary School Principal from Busan. Korea,, and
,ion 5141.
Assistant Principal Jistion Park toured the Murray ,Head Start
AI,o ()tiered are .eniinar,
Preschool program located on the unis ersity campus on Wednesda.
n- igh scliool leachers in. K;:.
Judy Whittemitt.arl Start Director, and children in N1ichelic Thompin the Appalachian F.
son's class are '.ho r tsett.,niing the isitors.other states , .1
011erings arc
and concentrate
area,: farming, toad ai:d
Southern Literati:re, and A ;
nomy: Cititen, of the Galaxy.
ExcaN.ating • Hauling • Pumping
Participants will be awarded
, Ashphalt Cutting • Sewer • Water
S250 stipend and all expense, Ior
U.S.T. & Contaminated Soil Removal
tlisi seminars, June 17-29.
For informanon write !v1;.
CPO 67, Berea Col: • ife.
Berea, K v. 4)1404, or cJ i
-60(0M-9341, exteris:1!:1 65(1.
759-1515
he deadline for ap:Ilicat:,,n, ,
Since 1979
\'.:'Li

Septic Tank Service
Brent Allen
Ditching

SIMITTS

W1111

Eolv•irt

Virginia 54.1iii
innock, actress.
liKE (24 hrs.)
or the Future
0360
ute

Republic now has a convenient drive-up automated
teller machine(ATM). Combine that with a Republic chec.kiog
or savings account(like our no fee Carefree Checking)and' r
you can get cash in a flash,24 hours a day.
7-05

Republic Savings Bank is a member of both the
QUEST and Plus System ATM networks giving you access to
your money locally and around the world.

OFF CLEARANCE PRICES
Winter Dress, Reg

120"

reduced by 50%

-60"

previous sale price

60"

Extra 20% Off

-12"
00
48

Net Sale Price........

Example of Savings

Shop at Bright's and
take an additional 20%
off merchandise that is
already marked down
by 11 to 2 3. Applies
to all winter clearance
merchandise.
Ends Sunday.

Example of Savings

Winter Sweater, Reg
reduced by 2/3

3600
-24"

previous sale price
.Extre_2.Q.%.1111
Net Sale Price....

1200
-2"

950

Savings Bank
it nees
ONLY
lid $2.50

1201 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky
759-1,630

to.

ht is
Night!
Affiliated with the statewide Republic group of banksand financial service companw..
Bagdad•Benton•BowlingGreensElizabethtown•Frankfort•Lexington*Louisville•Mpytield

SAMITS
'47.415

Murray•Owensboro•Paducah•Shelbyville

DOWNTOWN MURRAY

,••• •••••• •415••••••

77rt
-7
.
.
4414""71

:

•

:

.

•••

.0'

'
1

•

5.,
.
•5

r

4, •

51.•- •.•
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Poplar Spring Gospel Singers present two programs

TIRED OF
LOOKING AT
AUCTION
CARS?

The Rev. Dennis Norvell, church
pasior. gave the devotion and led in
prayerat both places.
Camellia Norvell read the birthdays for January Louise Short h
direc!

The Gospel Singers of Poplar
Spring Baptist Church made their
monthly visits to West View Nurs
ing Home at 10:30 a.m. and to Fern
Terrace lodge at 1:30 p.m. on
Monday, Jan. 21.

Zeta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at club house.
Chapter 50 of Disabled Amer-.-,111 Veterans and Auxiliary will
:neet at 7 p.m. at Legion Hall.
Calloway County High School
(i.rIs Varsity Basketball Teams
II host !stassac County at 6 p.m.

V-6, Pow Windows, Locks, Program Car, Loaded.

1990 Plymouth Laser RS

V-6, Completely

I he Junior and Youth Choirs of
Grove Baptist( hurch reirntly
presented their annual holiday program entitled "Christmas Questions" for the church. Leaders are Glenda Rowlett, ‘1artha Dowdy
and Sherida Gentry. Pictured, from left, first row. Jamie Dowdy,
Chip Ray, Brian ‘leC.uiston, Logan 1Nalker, Angela Rowlett, Danny
McCuiston and Heather Blalock, second row, Erica Rowlett, Sherida
Gentry, Shane Smith, Brian ‘1cCuistim, Fen Buchanan. Mitchell
Tucker, Glenda Rowlett. Maggie Nielson, Molly Nielson and Martha
Dowdy.

Loaded, 11,004 miles.

1990 Honda Civic Wagon
5 Speed, AM FU, AC, Local 1-Owner. 6,000 Miles

SC011

ht'a I"

By Pei
pastor, Bobbie Cook, Nancy Futrell, Sheila Harper, Fay Hughes,
Laurine McCuiston, Carmelita
Norvell and Bill Reamer.
The group had lunch at Sirloin
Stockade

(('ont'd from page 7)
Thursday, Jan. 24
Friday, Jan. 25
at 9:45 a.m.; WORD Program at 10
Gcurge Weaks Community Cena.m., MSU Student Liturgy meetter willje open from 9 a.m. to 4
ing at 6 p.m.; Choir Practice at 7 p.m. for* activities by senior
p.m.
citizens.

Large Selection Of Loca
Pre-Owned Cars
1990 Dodge Dynasty L.E.

1990 Chrysler 5th Ave.

West View
11 ere Juanita Lee and Martha Manners A guest singer at Fern Terrace was Cleo Grogan.
Gospel singers were the Rev.
Nory:ell, Steve Harper, assistant

Community...

)rtNrinn

41111

5 Speed Windows, Locks, Cassette, Alloy Wheels.

Two guest singers at

IS

1989 Plymouth Voyager

Murray High School Freshmen
and J.N. Boys Basketball Teams
I
host Calloway County High
•1)! 4eams at 6 p.m.
Business/Partnership meeting
v.111 be from 3:15 to 5:15 p.m. at
Murray High School Library. A
reception will he from 5:15 to 6:30
m.
Free commodities are being distributed from 8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. at
Calloway County Road Department
'Barn on East Sycamore Street.
Friday, Jan. 25
Need Line office will be closed
It)LI:1% because of move to Weaks
( ½flrfl Is Center.

4 CyL, Auto, AC, 7 Passenger, AMR!, Local Van.

1989 Dodge Colt
4 CL. 4 Speed. Local 1-Owner, Good Gas Mileage

Kentucky Lake Chapter of
Association of Retired
Employees will meet at
!I
at 'Sirloin Stockade.
,
Support Group will
p.m in private dining
•,,0771 ig Murray-Calloway County
N,11:0 V.

1989 Dodge Conversion Van
V-8, Auto, 2Z000 ales, 1-0vmer.

1989 Dodge Daytona Turbo

Games will be played at 8 p.m
at Murray Moose Lodge.
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 84
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
6 to 11 p.m. For information call
753-TEEN.
Parents' Night Out will be from
5:30 to 11 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church.
A symposium on Environmental
Regulation Awareness for Small
Business/Industry will be from
8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. in Curris Center, Murray State University. For
information call 762-2584.
Roger Withrow Invitational Rifle
Tournament will start at 2 p.m. in
Room 230 Stewart Stadium, Murray State University. Admission is
free.
Calloway County High School
Boys Varsity Basketball Team will
play at Fulton City.
Events at St. Leo Catholic
Church will include Regular Mass
at 8 a.m. and Charismatic Mass at
6:30 p.m.
Mothers' Morning Out will be
from 9 a.m. to 12 noon at Glendale
Road Church of Christ.

5 Speed. Windows. Locks. Tilt, Cruise, Local I-Owner.
11.14.,: Community Ceinpr will be
,rroni 10 am. to 2 p.m. for
•
by senior citizens.

1989 Dodge D-50
5 Speed, AC, WM, 19,000 Mlles. Like New.

allosa County Deputv Sheriff Kent .
back r %øl1 Pack 73 of Den 2 of Cub Scouts 01 southme0 Calloway Llementary School. 1)eputb Collins explained the types of duties that the
sheriff and his deputies hase to perform daily. Pictured in front, from
left. Sathan %1cPhail, Joel Smith. Michael ‘Nindsor, Daniel Garner
and ("lint Krar. Den leaders arlftarl Krar. Brenda Kra and Karen

1989 Dodge D-100
1-8, Auto AC Topper 2-Tone, Paull, Local 1-0vmer.

1989 Dakota 4x4
V-6, Aida, At, WV,Tool Box.

4 Cyl., 4 Speed Radio. Blue.

1988 Jeep Wrangler

(ith & Main

5 Speed. A.C. AMFM, Chrome Wheels. Local 1-Owner

1988 Dodge Dakota

We Are Now Open And
Proudly Introducing Our Weekend Specials!

Short Box, Local 1-Owner

1988 Jeep Wrangler
Sharp. 6 Cyl.. Hard Top,

At

Every Friday
& Saturday
Starts at 4 p.m.)

4 Cyl., 5 Speed, AWN, Shod Box, Local 1-Owner.

Salad Bar,
Dessert Bar
Included!

1988 Dodge D-100
1-8 Auto AC AMFM Short Box, Chrome Wheels

1988 Lebaron GIS
AURA, lift, Cruise, 28,000

Mlles, Local 1-Owner.

1988 Dodge Dakota

Saturday
Morning
Brunch Buffet

1-6, Auto. AILFM. Long Wheel Base 2-Tone Paint, Local 1-Owner

1987 Dodge D-50

Sunday Noon
Buffet

4 Cyl., 5 Speed, KC, ARTY, Tn. Truck. 1-Owner.

1987 Ford Bronco 4x4

85 1

OUR FAMOUS:
10 OZ. PRIME RIB

Our Steaks
Are Huge

CJI.e_rokee Pioneer
IlL Cruise, 6 Cyl., Auto, Aic, AV/RA, 37,000 Wes.

95

OUR FAMOUS:

*Baked Ham *Six (6) Assorted
Vegetables *Cobblers *Cake *Banana
Pudding *French Bread

140Z.
T-BONE

Ottlr!Trot

1 Veto Ill

Jeep

Repot*

Eagle

00010 0
0100•00 •••••••

"Whatever it takes, we want to be
your car or truck company."

4

•

95

Opening lead Club queen

$

45

Excellent Food, Condoms tonics, mil a
Pleasant Environment to Dine Is Ow TUMOR.

ikotuicui DINA:
FINE DINING RESTIIIRA:vf
Also Owners & Operators of .Wajestic of Mayfield.
We Accept Reservations For Small or Large Parties, Receptions, Group Meetings.

641 S., MURRAY, KY

2400 East Wood St., Paris • 642-5661 • 1-800-345-3821
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OUR FAMOUS: SEAFOOD BUFFET

Wheels, Running Boards

1988 Dakota

4 CyL, Auto,

-Such is the historical importance
of griping' in this country that a
Man. to stand on his own feet in a
powerfully changing world, must
keep himself up by his own gripes "
Erik H Erikson

ROSS INSURANCE

1988 Nissan 4x4

MARA

THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY WOLFF
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Compare Prices and Save.'

6 Cyl., Hard Top. Auto. Nice.

4 Cyf., 5 Speed,

Sheila Duncan Group of First
Baptist Church Women will meet
at 9:30 a.m. with Cathy Hopkins.

touching trumps He wanted to ensure a spade ruff in dummy, so in a
choice between spades and hearts, it
was clear that spades should come
first
But that was not the only problem, as South soon discovered. West
won his spade king and led another
"Not only do I find two finesses club to establish a club winner for
offside." griped South. "but I also the defense, and regardless of how
South might squirm after that, he
get the most damaging lead."
Look over the play to see if you had to lose a trick in each suit for
can spot when and how the damage one down
South makes his game if he
really took place
753-0489
Dummy's club ace won, and avoids the club loser, a mission he
South took the spade finesse before can accomplish with good timing.
Instead of playing either major,
South should lead a diamond to his
jack at trick two. West wins and
continues clubs, but dummy wins
and South discards a club on the second of dummy's high diamonds.
Now it's right to try the spade finesse, and although it loses. South
still has an easy time winning his 10
tricks
*Catfish fiddlers & steaks
124 A
NORTH
*Baked Cod *Shrimp *Sea Strips $
+83
*Deviled Stuffed Crab *Crab Salad
•J9 4
*Shrimp Creole *Cole Slaw
•K Q 7 3
*Hush Puppies *Steak Fries *Onion Rings
•A K 75
EAST
WEST
•J 10 6 5 2
•K 9 4
•53
11,Q 6 2
•10 8 5 2
•A 9 6
+83
Q J 109
SOUTH
•A Q 7
*Scrambled Eggs *Egg Casserole $
•A K 1087
*Bacon *Sausage *Biscuits & Gravy
•J 4
*French Toast *Hash Brown Potatoe
+642
*Crepes *Danish Pastries *Cinnamon
Vulnerable Both
Rolls *Blueberry Muffins *Orange Juice
Dealer South
The bidding
East
North
South West
Pass
2•
Pass
1,
*Roast Beef *Turkey & Dressing $
All pass
4•
Pass
2V

Auto Insurance

1988 Chevy S-10 Club Cab

R(

North
1•

•K 9 4
•Q 6 2
•A 9 6
•QJ 10 9
South

ANSWER: Two no-trump With one
bid, show 12-15 HCP, a balanced
hand, no major, and stopper(s) in the
unbid suits
Send brtchge quesnons to The Aces PO Box
12263 Lfallas Texas 75225 with self addressed
'
stamped erivriiipe fi• rept,
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Relieving sciatica with acupuncture
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
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DEAR DR. GOTT. I'm a 79-year old female with sciatica After many
doctors and no results, I tried Chinese
acupuncture and am doing well.
What's your opinion'
DEAR READER Sciatica is sharp
back pain that radiates into the buttock and, sometimes, into one leg It is
caused by pressure on nerves that exit
between the lower spinal bones and
supply the lower extremities. The
most common cause of sciatica is a
herniated disc, which slips out of
place and pinches the nerves Ordinarily, herniated discs are treated
with rest and physical therapy, pain
medication may be required
If, after a course of this conservative therapy, the pain persists, patients usually must consider other
treatment options, such as surgery,
or
injections
chymopapain
acupuncture.
Given your age, I believe you have
made a good choice, because aggressive therapy - such as surgery -- is
more hazardous in the elderly. Of
course, acupuncture will not cure
your sciatica, it may simply relieve
your pain while your body heals the
condition Since you experienced relief from acupuncture. I suggest you
continue with this therapy, should the
pain recur If and when the acupuncture loses effectiveness, you and your
doctor can weigh the benefits of the
other treatments I mentioned
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Your Broyhill
& Thomasville
Shopping Center
of the South

Fins
eil uddre•ani

S 1-2
LS 1-2
I5 2-3
US 3-4
Sem
US 12
US 1-3
US 1.3
US 1-3
US 2-3
Beers

sysio-vm

NOTHING UNTIL
JANUARY 1992

p.

Nothing*
TR_ JAN. 1992
Not One
Penny Until
January
1992

Nothing
Held Back
Broyhill
Thomasville
Sealy
Zenith
G.E.
La-Z-Boy
(Benton Only

Action Lane
American Sleep
Singer
Lea
Barclay
And More

Sofas, Chairs
Loveseats

Lane Action
Recliners
Reduced up to

Reduced uo to

**SO*/
As Low As s11111

**60%

Dining Room
Suites

Bedroom
Suites

Reduced up to

Reduced up to
* *48

Sleeper
Sofas

%.1

La-Z-Boy`'
Recliners

And More

Reduced up to

Reduced up to

All
Reduced
For This
Event

Bedroom
Dining Room
Living Room
TVs
VCRs
Appliances
Mattress & Bex
Springs
Sleeper Sofas
Dinettes
Accessories
Tables
Pictures

°/0

**50%

All
Reduced
For This
Event

**50°/

**51”/0

0

(1•94•9 000

Decorating Assistance Available At All Locations

HERE TOMORROW TO SERVICE WHAT WE SELL TODAY!
Your Broyhill
and
Thomasville
shopping
Cent *?r of
the South

OPEN
FRIDAY NIGHT
Tilt 8 PM.
U",'

IlltlY MUM rUltliM111
IMO *MANG IIRTON. IT
14005 Main SI.
1502) 522-3099

Any Purees* es 1459 and o.er I'd
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werekond.se subsets is

Monday Satu,dar
9 00 A M 500PM
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00 011 0.0.(00041100101110(41101111

7332548._SOI*SILK
$16.11•411.511
2131117 Li
_S#A54-44.1111
239.244 94
$47 59-4/4511
20-2711 he
2713354
11*-4114 8s
419-525 le
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No Interest
.for 12 months

VCRs, Appliances. Offer
• On any In-stock furniture and accessories over $499 and a select group of TVs, orders.
special
all
on
deposit
10%
and
purchases
previous
to
does not apply

Federal-Slate Wicket Nan Service January 24, 11191.
Kentucky Purchase Area Hot Merkel Report lachides
Burnt%Wee limits: Ad 277,SA MS krrow,Su GUIs
gesdy, Sows &soh

en

*No Payment
for 12 montks

Get Your Best price And Pay...
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TOKYO (AP) • The National
*lax Agency has assessed a square
yard of land in Tokyo's prestigious
Ginza shopping district at
S252,000, up 17.5 percent from a
year earlier, an official said
Tuesday.
For the whole nation, land valuations rose on average 38.1 percent
the past year, the biggest increase
since a 40.2 percent jump in 1962,
the agency official said on condition of anonymity.
The lowest valuation placed on a
square yard of land was in Yamaguchi, 480 miles west of Tokyo. at
S1,700 - - up 9.5 percent from the
same period in 1990, the official
said.
That was also the lowest rate of
increase, the official said. The
highest rate of increase was 87.2
percent in Otsu, near Osaka,
Japan's second most populous city,
he said.
Japan is known for sky-high land
prices. The country has only 4 percent of the United States' land area
but its real estate is estimated at
nearly four time the total value of
U.S. land, o • out SI5 trillion.
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Japan's Ginza
shopping district
worth millions

East
Pass
All pass
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Paducah * * *

for one full year

The name of Barry Thacker,1989
has been considered for parole,
according to Michael D. Ward,
,Commonwealth Attorney for the
42nd Judicial District of Calloway
and Marshall counties.
Anyone with input concerning
414- issue should contact Ward at
P.O. Box 359, Benton, Kentucky

652

Murray Police Chief Larry Elkins and Calloway County Attorney
Dasid Harrington stand in front of a 1984 Mustang which was recently confiscated by the Murray Police Department. The car was sold at
public aution this morning at the Police Department. Proceeds from
the sale go to the Murray Police Department.

*Not one penny :n payments
*1\lot one penny down

"PAROLE REVIEW

A

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) -- Former Gov. Martha Layne Collins
returned to the Capitol on Wednesday, accepting an invitation to
speak to the Kentucky House.
She said the General Assembly
deserved much credit for approving
financial incentives to lure Toyota
Motor Corp.'s assembly plant to
Scott County during her
administration.
At the time, "there was talk
about deals and giveaways," Coll!n: said. But, "there will be
enough gains for all to take credit"
as Toyota becomes a larger economic force.
She did not mention Gov. Wallace Wilkinson in that context.
Wilkinson, who succeeded Collins
in 1987, was the most notable critic
of the Toyota inceptives.

Netter•PAPP.H

BIGThE

Movies from France and India are
featured during January as part of the
Cinema International film series at
Murray State University.
"Manon of the Spring," a French..
movie directed by Claud Berri and
starring Yves Montand, Daniel Auteuil and Emmanuelle Bean, is a
sequel to the well-known film "Jean
de Florette." It will be shown on
Thursday, Jan. 24.
In this movie, Manon, the lead
charactet, discoVers the plot which
was directed against her father.
"Salaam Bombay," a movie from
India, was directed by Mira Nair. It
will be shown on Thursday, Jan. 31.
The movie centers around a 10year-old street boy who struggles to
make money so he can be reunited
with his mother who threw him out of
the house. His experiences in the
streets of Bombay will dramatically
alter his life Eid_hissykagasluitie
world.
- —
The movies will be shown in the
Curris Center theater at 7:30 p.m. on
Thursdays. Admission is free and the
movies are open to the public.
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Collins accepts invite
to speak in Frankfort

bacco get regular cancer screening
(such as pap tests, mammography
and stood blqod analysis), perform
breast or testirular self-exams, limit
exposure to sunligh‘ avoid industrial
and agricultural toxins, avoid passive
smoking, avoid high alcohol intake,
reduce overall dietary fat, eat more
food fiber, and eat more fruits, grains
and vegetables
Between 60 and 99 percent of the
surveyed physicians rated these factors as the most important ways of
preventing cancer

Cinema International
featuring French,
Indian movies in Jan.

iris Censity. For

Rifle
p.m. in
im, Murlission is

To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report An Informed Approach To
Surgery " Other readers who would
like a copy should send $1 25 with
their names and addresses to PO Box
91369, Cleveland, OH 44101-3369 Be
sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR GOTT Prevention
magazine recently published a medical survey of cancer physicians who
listed the 10 most effective ways people can prevent cancer What do you
think of this'
DEAR READER I agree with the
findings, which seem very sensible.
The purpose of the survey, according
to Prevention executive editor Emrika Padus, was to "give the public reliable guidance about how to prioritize cancer prevention Steps'
Chronic exposure to natural radon,
high-voltage wires, computer terminals and irradiated foods ranked low
on the list The most important factors, in descending order of importance, are Don't smoke or chew to-
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Larry Wall takes personal leave of absence
Kelly Breazeale to guide Lady Racer team
By DANIEL T. PARKER
loodg•t & Toss Sports Editor
- -

The Murray State Lady Racer. basketball team will
head for the finish line under a different hand, as
assistant coach Kelly Breazeale takes over the reins of
the program- for the remainder of the 1990-91 season.
Head coach Larry Wall, whose mother is seriously'
ill in North Carolina, has been granted a personal
leave of absence. MSU interim sports informatron
director Tim Tucker announced today.
M ho has guided the te,:m or the past two
charge of
.
games daring Wall's ahsene. will .IsSztle
the team for the balance of the season. Tucker added.
although there will be no change in title.' Wall will
7:7713r, employed by the MS( athletic department as a
a:tallt to athlete director Michael D. Strick:nd. performing "special assignments- when he
•.turns ,to MI:rray. 'fucker said.
Brea/A:ale, who was head coach at East Texas State
7.:sers.ty or lour years. salt she regretted :he c,rJristah.e. hut was excited over :he opportun.ty to
Lady Raeers through the rest of the season
Ohio Valley C,n'eren.e games.
d the OVC .onteren„•
and

•ach

Lady, Racer assistant (oath kdi. ltrea/eaie s II continur
team through the remainder lit the 191-to-91 season

1:uldi- !hi.

She said the team is currently fitting a new defense
into their game. "hut that's something we've been
working on since Christmas."
fireazeale also predicted the team would respond
to "hearing a different voice yelling at them.
"I've had a blast working with the kids the past two
games," Breazeale said. "The girls really adjusted well
to me. The potential is really there; we've got a great
-group of kids. They're winners — if anyone can do it,
this Murray State bunch can."
Wall guided the Lady Racers to a 17-12 record last
year. his lirst year at the helm. MSU finished regularseason play tied for second in the OVC — the program's highest-ever finish — and reached the championship game of the OVC tournament. The Lady Racers were 6-10 under Wall this year and are currently
r, 12 heading into this weekend's "Death Valley" journev to !Morehead (Saturday) and Eastern Kentucky
(Mondavi.
Breazeale. 31, is a native of Ore City, Texas and
has served as the Lady Racers' recruiting and academic coordinator as well as director of the program's
summer camps.
Breazeale was a four-year performer in basketball,
volleyball and track for East Texas State, earning Texas MAW Academic All-America honors. She was student assistant coach on the staff in .1981,82, and
coached girls' basketball, volleyball and track for one
year at Ferris High School in Texas, posting a 30-6
record in 1983 and earning Texas Class 2A Coach of
the Year honors.
She returned to ETSU as an assistant in 1984 and
a,...epted the head coaching post in 1985.

Brassow is UK's 'everywhere' man in win
trd

kenaldo Gar.:a — I-hey just outp1ay-

P .'nh!ey added .14 points and Reggie Jianson had 10' points
rei=o(ands as Kentucky won its 16th straight game in
Arena
Brown led Florida with 18 points, followed by Davis
:2 and Garcia and Poole with 10 apiece.
1 .((r:da's start:ng frontline combined for only 36 points, hit.
._ .! of 21 shots_
k7;e.=. we had to S(iip their inside game in order for is
•
Brasgow said.
52-37 advantage in rebounds behind the
Hanson and Brassov... Davis led Florida with 10.
a nice job in there," said Kruger, whose
,,t three of its last four games. "We're trying our
:here Kentucky did a good job. We didn't have anyestahlished
Both teams will he on the road in SEC games Saturday,
'A !h. Kem..cks at Alabama and Florida at Louisiana State.

Super Bowl teams had different motivational tools
By BARRY WILNER
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people confusing the 1990 NFC
winners with the '86 NFL champs.
'This team is different than the
one four years ago,' he said.
"Nobody could stop us, nobody
challenged us that year. We ran
through everyone.
"This time, it was more of a
struggle. Having had the experience in '86 helped us keep going.
We all knew how great a thing it
as to be in the Super Bowl and
we wanted that feeling again."
The Giants were a divided team
in 1987, the strike year. In '88,
• they finished 10-6, but a lastminute loss to their local rivals, the
Jets, cost them a playoff berth.
When they won the division last
season, Many players felt it was the
Giants' destiny to reach the Super
Bowl. Then the Rams ended that_
dream.
"This team has the character and
the leadership that (1986) team
had." DE Leonard Marshall said.
"We just don't have the ring yet.
That's the next step."

Murdock sets Big East scoring
record in vain in Friars' defeat
By The Associated Press
.a:. .magme any player
any better than him," Provocoach Rick Barnes said. "If
ha .sn't the most talked about player tomorrow East to West, I don't
know who will be."
Said Pitt coach Paul Evans:
"ibis is as good 3 performance as
1.‘‘: ever seen by a college
p:ayer
Mur'iOCK, however was more
r.
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Concentrating In Personal Injury 4L Worker's Comp.
NO CHARGE FOR 1ST VISIT

s25 A Month

• Murray, Ky. - 753-0053
THIS IS AN ADVF.R TISEME• ; KEN:"( KY LAW I)OES NOT CERTIFY
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Not Patrick Ewing. not Chris
Mu!lin. not Derri.k Coleman. not
anyone ever score 48 points in a
conferee game like Murdock dtd
Wednesday night as his Providence
Friars lost to No. 17 Pittsburgh

ftIT

INJURED?
CALL
Practice

-7'.

the h:g stars v.: •
the 114 East, no:ie ev,..r
h:fi game as Er.c

No Contract

Lose Weight - Tone Up
•

1413 Olive Blvd

Murray

nonchalant. After all, his team lost.
"I take it in stride," the senior
guard said. "There's a lot of games
left. I didn't realize I had 48 points
until the game was over."
Murdock, averaging 32 points
per game, broke the conference
record of 43 points set by Dana
Barros of Boston College against
Pitt. The Providence record is 52
points by Marvin Barnes, and Murdock's previous career-high was 45
this season against Arizona.
In other games, No. 2 Arkansas
beat Texas A&M 113-88, No. 7
North Carolina defeated Wake
Forest 91-81, No. 8 Kentucky
-downed Florida 81-65, North Carolina State stung No. 9 Duke
95-89, No. 18 Virginia beat Virginia Tech 86-61, Purdue toppled
No. 22 Michigan State 62-51, No.
24 New Orleans downed Central
Florida 72-64 and No. 25 South
Carolina beat 85-57.
Murdock made 16 of 31 shots
from the field, including seven of
12 3-pointers.
•

Nelson Ratings
by John Nelson
Associated Press
"You have trained hard and
you're ready. Now let's execute. ...
We arc all very, very proud of you.
I wish you good hunting and godspeed. God bkss you all."
• • • •
It could have been George Allen
addressing the Redskins before a
Dallas Cowboys game, or Tom
Landry in the opposite locker
room. Or was it Knute Rockne
exorting the Fighting Irish to gist
their all, or his modern-day counterpart, Lou Holtz?
It was none of them. It was Rear
Adm. Riley D. Mixson, head of a
battle force of about 30 ships in the
Red Sea, to his fliers as they prepared for war in the Persian Gulf.
The terms that sports once borrowed from war ace bcting borrowed back, and the distinction
between them is blurring.
So often, coaches, players and
TV announcers indiscriminately
mix their terminologies. They' talk
of aerial attacks, long-range bombs,
and out-flanking the enemy. There
are football plays called blitzes,
and players called flankers. Quarterbacks are field generals, and
basketball players are praised for
their floor generalship.
Now, as the sports world
becomes acutely aware of how
inappropriate this is, men at war
are beginning to' sound a lot like
coaches, players and sportscasters.
"It's almost as though it's come
full circle," ABC Sports' veteran
announcer, Al Michaels, said.
"The terms began in the real
world, transferred to the fantasy
world of sports, and now. they're
being taken back and used in war
again."
Last Sunday, the NFL broadcast
crews of Dick Enberg and Bill
Walsh for NBC and Pat Summerall
and John Madden for CBS scrupulously avoided battle terms to
describe football. ABC's Monday
Night team of Michaels, Frank Gifford and Dan Dierdorf vows it will
do the same on Sunday's Super
Bowl.
"I don't know that war is a part
of the vocabulary I. rely on anyway," Dierdorf said. "But, yes. If
by chance I say something during
• the telecast that in any way refers
to war terminology, it'll be a mistake on my part. I'll try very hard
not to do it."
At the same time, Army brass
and state deartment men talk of
"game plans" and of Saddam Hussein playing the old Muhammad
Ali boxing trick of "rope-a-dope"
by not engaging U.S. fighter planes
in the air. Young pilots exult in
finally being in the "big game."
The samples of metaphor mixing
go on and on:
*Lt. Col Randall Bigum, commander of a squadron of F-15Cs:
'We're not letting down our
guard. We can't. The price is too
high. There is a lot of speculation
going on right now' in classified
circles about what his game plan
might be, if he has one."
*A 25-year-old F-14 pilot who
identified himself only as Wes: "I
feel like I felt before a high school
football game — butterflies in my
stomach, excitement, fear."
'Wes' commander, Capt. John
Gay, added a note of temperance
-- at the same time, sounding a
warning, perhaps inadvertent, that
blending war with sports talk is not
much better than blending sports
with war talk.
"Entering war is not a game,"
Gay said. "I take no delight that it
came to this. ... A lot of innocent
people are- going to be killed.
That's the reality of war."
War and sports have a relationship that predates modern TV lingo '
and, in fact, is probably the reason
the two disparate endeavors share
so many of the same words.
Some sports — biathlon, target
shooting, pentathlon, equestrian
events, and field sports such as
javelin and hammer throw — are
directly derived from battle skills.
The "AmerIcan Gladiator" is a
very popular weekly, made-for-TV
sport that is only a notch removed
from the medieval joust. And the
football strategy of spreading out a
defensive line and attacking laterally was adopted from Rommel's
Panzer strategy in North Africa
during World War II.
"I think that .probably was the
genesis of it," Michaels said.
"War terms were created to
describe action during actual conflicts, then they were taken by the
sports world to analogize certain
situations. Obviously, in this age of
television, our troops have grown
up listening to this vernacular."
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Football
COHPUS 01141SIC leads - The NCAA Fool
Dan flutes Committee adopted new regulations
ro curb taunting and show boating Tghter rag
ol unsponsmanike conduct was a prior.
ry at the meeting, said David IA Nelson. the
committee secretary • The No I concern ot the
committee was the image ot the game &steno.
Wing because of antics and actions of players'
'.ad Nelson, the Yankee Conference coreThis
•. oner from the University of Delaware • I
nelieve that was the committee's top priority .n
S Year's meeting "
• • • •
TAMPA FIj -- Don't look lOr any aerial shots
Sundays Super Bowl Intim a blimp Because
if the PerS,an GO war and the possibility of
st attacks in the On tad States. Cr traffic
0.ier Tampa Stadium w.11 be banned from noon
I ST Jr1,1 m*dn•g^.1 Sunday The only adcratt not
suo,ect to those restrictions include .1. e^for
a.rCral or F RI authorized i•

•

ings

hard and
execute. ...
)ud of you.
and godsII."

New Super Bowl generation

orge Mien
s before a
, or Tom
lie locker
te Rocknc
ish to givt
-day coun-

The 1990 Super Bowl was V.!
played by two men younger
than the NFL
championship
game Itself

d!..Or.a., tennis F Werra
i
ONVON
,Jri agreed to postpone a first rourd Days Cup
Slates and Mexico
United
imaich between the
tor hearty two months bet.a..sa of security tears
caused by the war in the Persian Gull The led
oration, acting on a request by Me United
States Tennis Assoc,at!on. put on the compel,
! Or .n Malicia City from Feb. I 3 to March
79 31, and even that dare is lentat,v., said
Thomas Ilatiberg. the IT''s director of mans
!enns Tennis officiais aso wondered .f ti•ecco
might consider sw.tch.ng the 5th it) the Or led
51.41e5 Sewen °ire, Day,. Cup ra.C.T4S were
Sair.rt
asO p.,t bar-1.10 t^e end ..1 0.4 yr," .o•
Securiiy reaSOnS

Basketball
.Ver Dad ,5
LASTITO Ilit lit OHO NJ
*eh; tO Por',3r.O. Uwe, Po.,,or C. and Terry
U '5 r•••• 0'401 .0 NOW
anti her- ,..e,

e

.n a

BOA deal Dadis, vit
r".• G•C+,, Is per game for his
eddy potent guard
rr
co, 'or !re
i lia.ter5 the delandmg
Ing••••••”-• CC.
,
•••••••
,
r... cr).mt.ncer.s .no have the
NBA De..1 (*.cc:TT" S Se.r..Gn• Davrs was Den
No 3 SI.C.'er .44erd9,9 le 7 points ,n 27
,••
rtefrov.c and Aalls. the
Tiers gave uci Aridem,o, acquired only Iasi
*eel From. Oa
art) her No i pick •,
992. 1991 cr
Tie Nuggets will get New
riot
1 si
5e,re..1 on i 1992
Jersey's ,
l•isi •? p •-1
• benver does not get
,
n 1992 in,: NugGefs *di receive the
No's• 1993 trsi rounner as :ono as its not
d'^01.9 1T e
The 11„ogels 1nen ll
a :rim&
7r.r, tiers 1394 t,rv round
Ce.r•C'C,, "ey
r
New Jersey's pc* in
-49? 0, '9'4'1 f',•?,04 C. a second year guard
a. r
1,iira9ed ;,,51 4 4 pants
• .1 9
'• •
P•aiers /1'.5 StraSOn

'4

y ea, r...-1•••0.r

r 5

Maker's Mark 90'
Jim Beam 4 Yr
Early Times
Ten High
Evan Williams Black 90°
Wild Turkey 101°
Rebel Yell 90°
Kentucky Tavern 86'
Forester 86

SCOREBOARD

u*..,

"See me for all your family insurance needs."
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)
Slate Farm Insurance companies
Home Office Bloorninglon Illinois

t was Rear
head of a
;hips in the
s they prersian Gulf.
once borbeing bordistinction
ng.
layers and
liminately
. They talk
nge bombs,
cmy. There
ed blitzes,
kers. Quarlerals, and
praised for

Like a good neighbor. State Farm Is There.

A

•

•

Gale
Tournament
Second Round

0,e• !le Inettational
‘,

;/

,
•

•

a,
r,

DIC.•••• di
,
A:S•r

i•iilaS•rr3 r4..1.ge Prir '

Glenmore
Vodka 80°

rts world
.e of how
len at war
. a lot like
ionscasters.
h it's come
7ts' veteran
icIs, said.
the real
the fantasy
Joy: they're
ised in +Aar

61.
1697..69999

LL

15.49
14.69
14.99
8.99
9.95
29.95
21.99
2t99

Crown Royal
Canadian Mist
Winsor Canadian
Seagram's VO
Scoresby Scotch 86'
Dewars White label
Chivas Regal
Usher's Green Str

High school scores

• r
%•

15.49
13.99

I./11
/SOL

Major college scores

t'.

r

I/51
IA 1

Jane Rogers 753-9627

•Keith DoLong of tie
San Francisco 49ers and
• Marto Smith of tie Denver Broncos
were Dorn alter Jan 15, 1967 the day ti
Green Bay Packers beat the Kansaii
Chiefs in Super Bowl I
k.,ecf Chgrago Tnbur.

..,r

10.99
1 1.99
15
99
14.99

Ism

IJSL

8"
8.99
10.99
7.99
28.99
14.45
5.95
9.99
10.79

Barton Vodka 80'
Popov 80Smirnoff Vodka 80/
Beefeater Gin
Gilbey's Gin
Crystal Palace Gin
Chi Chi's Margarita
Cuero Gold 1-;. lb

Tennis

Bacardi
Rum

L broadcast
g and Bill
Summerall
BS scrupul-

Glen Ellen Chardonnay
Sutter Horne WhrteLnfrdel

terms 10

I's Monday
, Frank Gilvows it will
lay's Super

305 N. 12th (Next_ To

iar is a part
!ly on anyBut, yes. If
hing during
way refers
II be a misy very hard

Century 21)

753-9627

"WINNING
COMBINATIONS"

10.99

69

Busch

Army brass
nen talk of
addam HusMuhammad
ipe-a-do_pc"
ghter planes
)ts exult in
big game."
Thor mixing

/SOL

Barlies Elayrnes Vfine Coolers 4Pahs
131
Blue Nun
n
Run rte Wines
Paul Masson Table Wines 13 i
5011
M & R Asti Spumante

Jane Rogers Insurance

6.59
4.99
3.25
8.99
11.49
4.99

/SOL

Loose Cow 24/12 Oz. Cans

9

Miller
LAI Rog. & Genuine Draft
Leese 24/12 Oz. Cons

Keystone
Light & Rog.
Loos. Case 24/12 Or. Gans

Coors
Light & Rog. Gold
Laos* Casa 24/12 Or. Cans

1991 Dodge D-150

n, comman)f F-15Cs:
down our
price is too
speculation
n classified
game plan
Inc."
pilot who
as Wes: "I
high school
rflics in my
'ear."
Capt. John
temperance
sounding a
vertent, that
,s talk is not
iding sports

All Keg Beers

$100 Over Invoice
Plus $1,500 Rebate

rt cz io 35500

NI it 07
04.itim•is.•‘11 I"' I

10% Off
PRICES anon nau JAM.30111

Slk. 1100002

'FROM OUR GOURMET GALLEY

1991 Plymouth
Acclaim

DELICO BABY SWISS

4.111.4ugi _

USINGER'S FINE
GERMAN SAUSAGE & SALAMI

$100 Over Invoice
Plus $500 Rebate

a a game,"
:light that it
of innocent
be killed.
war."
a relationrn TV lingo
y the reason
!avors share
words.
hlon, target
equestrian
rts such as
irow - arc
battle skills.
iator" is a
nadc-for-TV
[0 removed
st. And the
:acting out a
king lateralRommel's
oral Africa

Stk #100237

411i141.

1991 Dodge Spirit
$100 Over Invoice
Plus $500 Rebate

99

120z.

$329
••%•
, .4 c*

Stk. 1100046

==r

DedgeTtriths 0

Eagle

PEPPERS

bly was the
haels said.
created to
actual conaken by the
gin certain
n this age of
have grown
macular.**

2400 East Wood Street

Paris, TN

642-5661

Paducah's Most Interesting Store

Jeep

"Whatever It Takes - We Want To
Be Your Car Truck Dealer."

Hannan Plaza 509 Lone Oak Rd. Hwy. 45 Paducah 442-0011

*PARTY MART
WILL MATCH ANY
LOCAL
COMPETITOR'S
CURRENT
ADVERTISED
PRICE...

Open 8 A.M.-10 P.M. Fri. & Sat. Ti I 11 P.M.

1-800-748-8816

MOW IMF 111111.11F UMW MEW

Legal Mumbo Jumbo All prices are plus tax, title, license and doc fee after rebate Delaer hold back and or any factory to do.
incentive retained by dealer 1100 over invoice applied to dealer stock only Excludes taxes title and destination charge', 'rebates applied down

•••

•

5••
4L
_.!

•

••
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010
Apartments
For Rent

L•gal

NOW,
1505 Johnson, Murray
I-EU AL NOTICE
KY
42071
Executor
An informal final settle
Appt 01-09-91, M Ro
has
been
accounts
ment ot
nald Christopher. 104
filed in the Calloway Lh.s
North 5th St. Murray. KY
etc! Court by Fvon Kelley
42071 Attorney
and Beauton Brandon.
Co Executrixes, of the es
Louise Keistler, HC
tate of Thomas Huie Sui
Box 256. New Concord,
ter, deceased Exceptions KY 42076 Deceased,
LO this settlement rILL1Sl be Charles G Keistler, 8129
tiled in the Calloway DLS
W'esthoLlme Dr. Pensa
U14.1 (Teen on or before COIL FL 12506 Executor,
4(1) am Fehr.vary 4th, Appt 01 16-91.; Sid Ea 1491, the date of hearing
sky. 204 South Sixth St.,
Ann I' Wilson. Murray, KY 42071 AttorC.t.e.e: Court clerh ney
NOUlt
LI“:
Richard
A ,Hodge.
‘: -red.
Route 02 Box 252, Mur
keounts has heel ray, KY 42071 Deceased,
-nett
'n .he C..w a()Is
Martha Hodge, Route 02
Derothy Box 252. Murray, KY
• (our
N,..rseoroo
yes utriX
42071
A.Inunistratnx,
Appt 01 lh 41, Robert()
o•Late 01 Roy H Nors
Miller, 201-South 5th St.
svortes teceased Evser
Murray, KY 42071 Attor
'ion'.
( ..• ney
'a*
•
L)
John C Quertermous,
(
• i oTe (Xi 7: f
1108 Wells Bl.cf , Murray.
KY 42071 Ike eased, Ella
i ,t
:LiMar Quertermous. 1308
Wells Blvd , Murray.. KY
Ann P
ii
42071 Executrix. At
01 18 91. James NI LaNSIter, 204 South 5th St
NOTICE TO
Murray, KY 42071 Aeor
tREDITI)RS
ney
The hillow ing estate IiAnn P
Jeer.,
• lap,appouiLments
Circuit (
Clerk
ne.e been made in the
(1, a!, I.)...,tnct Court
erns against these
Notice
should he filed with
oo• fidusiary water; six
reenens of .date of quaitfi
st

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Tiara Age 54
Ow most comprchen
eve policy pays for
Skilled.Interniedisat or
Custodial Care With
Mediums new guide
tines for confinement.
Nursing Horne Insur
MCC ii more Important
than ever I-or free allot
matron
call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
LET S play Bingo at Chero
hee N C Mega game
$500000 $100000 000
Consultation $50 000
G„arar•teed Jackpot
$500 regular games
2:eac1" leaeng
*Te- e Fen 6 at
.7-Dee
har information
37.
5 4 2 9 90

OFTICE SPACE
FOR RENT
Close to Court
Square on 5th St
S1&000 per month
Call Ted Delaney
7511916 tor more
information.

VCR Service
A

CIO,Ltys N Ether•
•
• JtO -rLt: St . Nlurre, ts.'1
.7: Deceased, Ri•her
ELnenon. 814 Bag e
1:- 7
NI v 7- ay K

Bea-as

Ward-Elkins
753-1713

K

4 -1• ‘,.447

NIort.11. Ks, a.aeabe credi one
Co F. se,orairc,
s'oo-c-ng drea-s
M P.
ref.sed
irY 253 3873
._'E

ireS lr RUC Tier,
LEARAI TO OnTWE
TRACTOR TRaiLESt
S''•,0 VI* ,F

Nlerras, K-5
7 '. lieseaSed
aLf R-•Jte al Hos •
Hee. K5" f.2,49
lie so:, Max
NorO. 5:11
i _
Murray. KY 42.40!
A:.orriey
Christopher.
leietta
: .4 Johnson. -Marray,
KY 4207: Deceased.
•
f' Cl-r- st••eher

Lost
And Fourd

,
5000
0 00'.•
FF.'1010110F

ALLIANCE
_
.

3' Jr

‘05-

-.• • '
• .1'

3

RE&RE-

44!
Ift*1
Ve5! JH

1

11

„"44
seen
•

las,

get t•reoee
-ii is" Are,a ant

i4A5 ,4E PORE ---1 ".-4E
5L06AN 0c 7.%4E _E .:.)14
"JE NE REERE — E

-E

ALL RIGHT,'

anrrg

2 POSITIONS Assistant
manager for new auto parts
store with heavy emphasis
on body shop paints and
supplies Experience a
• Must Good math skills re
clewed Also delivery driver
needed Must know area
welt and have excellent
driving record Salaries
commensurate with exPef
er ey Send resumes anl
-opies of driving records
ASAP to PO Box 1040H
feeray Ky 42071

-.Nti "

‘telRE. SET'\
FT 1713Z4ON 1WACi6
EAR- PAD A el000
C1I2ENbt49 AWARD/
RE4OKED
5AME Disi/
OCE6
tT riAt,
1,404cL ME
117.041)AWARDED
&Mg CR A

-

Plur4fre

•

(
- 0EAL00
(

(

CCLJ,..2 WE
.1E
PELREPEO 7

—ere'

.
AiOw! 212 ,
YE.40-4..
l'Ou SEE
'
Tr4OSE ) f---o
EIEDROOm

.
• r

I
r

I
i

EYES
'"r

•

t

ajtArc

•

Ate) 51(045 A
C.-.AZ
000.015 n00

2
.

*:

E 94")*4

44147/-<pria
••''/' P tr.;
.

1•
/!
..
r••
•.
91....
14
.
101

-

•

e

•

•

-°- '477
'
?•
C4
.1.'•.•

•

.
•
•
•

UP to $15 hour processing
mail weekly check guaran
teed Free details, write
SD 12610 Central Suite
255 TKY Chino CA 91710
WENDY S is now hiring all
shifts Flexible hours Apply
at the store between 2 and
4pm daily 1111 Chestnut
St Murray

BABYSITTING - wiper
ienced mom with refer
ences Hourly daily or
weekly rates Large fenced
backyard Call Becky
753 1249
HOME and office cleaning
Dependable 8yrs expen
ence References supplied
435 4146

18R efficiency apartment
POST Frame buildings
All utilities furnished 2br
30 x40 x9 erected $5 195
WOLF bra to fit a 1983 88 plus freight Other sizes partially furnished apart
Chevy Monte Carlo LS and available Blitz BolderS ment Water furnished Call
after 5 00pm 753 0087
SS Bought new for $80 1 800 628 1324
Sell for $55 Used two
1BR unfurnished low Will
250
weeks 753 5184 Tues or
ties no pets References
Business
Thurs or weekends after
and deposit required
Seirkes
6pm Ask for Russ
$165eno 753 3949
special
BUSINESS card
1BR upstairs apartment,
1 000 one color ink busi
1(d)
cards only $20 two stove and refrigerator turn
ness
Horns
ished 753 6148 after
color only $24 JHC Adver
Furnishings
tising 8 Supply call 5 30prn
DARK green floral couch
759- 1602
2FIR 1 bath townhouse
Good quality Price $50
PRIVATE Investigator with 'Oentral HA appliances,
753 3895
lawn maintenance
22 years city and stale in
Ou'i man RE 753 9898
vestigation experience
MATCHING sofa and love
'Accident 'Criminal 'Civil ' Or 20R apartment near
seat Good condition
'Personal or Corporate '1onntanir 753 4109
753 7816 or 753 3349
Missing Persons Voce
WATERBED super single needs, our specialty Call AR duplex in Northwood
bookcase headboard
Confidential Investigations. 1,2=15.mo 759 4406
Chemicals pad and heater
(502)753 2641
..zeR duplex $300,..mo De
$175 753 4359 after 3pm
c.••,it required Quiet area
SHARP copiers Author
IRO
I'S.) 9240
for
1r
dealer
ized
Sewing
„0".1
suppiiie
it
vice,
SR cJwco Appliances
Mecham
_
rental un
,r',1",hed Nice neighbor
1990 SINGER open arm pany Call 1 81' 248 4
..$751.."3mo 759 4406
sewing machine Zig zag
iplex apartment in
monograms, buttonholes
Mobile
n•
r eghter
No attachment needed
Homes
For
Sale
,r
Sold for over $350 Pay
balance of $79 10 or
,
$1400 per mo 753 3316
Or
C
ikitchen
Ur
1
.rr
110
cept for stoe:
r
•
rrdnger
FOX Meadow', $ riff. 5 A
Firewood
r2 AS c' I fareeried
and a ss rn
C ill
1285.
A1A Firewood Seasoned $230 25 rra
oak $25 delivered $20
1 5 ACRE,
pickup 492 8254
mobile e••
FIREWOOD Seasoned or chan
green $30eick delivered
474 2318
Gra
A FIREWOOD for sale 489 2932
437 4667
1975 WiNUSOR,1,4r, ,!
Central H A rI •
1bath
FIREWOOD for sale Also
wave. excellent sOne,
tree serv.ce 436 2562
Must be moved 73
436 2758
or 753 8818
F'IREWOOD Seasoned or
1976 14
green Also slab wood
2bath Gee?
Charles Barnett 753 5476.
489 2994
(,)r4P
F-''REWOOD top qual-ty
rn
earta:li
DEMO SAl
$30 rick delivered
I
led sleepirig rooms eith
1J"
stacked 136 2528 Te
reed hifehen and bath
•
• ,,rnr central HA 1. n
VVOOD for sale 753 9745
New 14,,',
need 1 , teocrs from Fa
240
et/ Hall11 1 25 nna nulud
New
.
SUNTAN booth 753 3488

HOL
cour
posit

AKC
pup;
-1T
A C
Teri
mall
on I
901

AK(
nian
s a
753

HAF
Rec
five
enn,
hocl
in di
ern
stor

OBI
dog
soon
sers
ovei
She
Imp
pup

/

PRIVATE duty, in home aid
care 753 5792
WILL do housecleaning
Have references
753-4998
110

Instruction
LEARN a career in the
horse industry' Contact Ky
Equine lnstituJe 4089 Iron
Works Pike. Lexington, Ky
40511 (606)233 4303 ext
263 Spring Class_ starts
Feb 4, 1991 Fall classes
start July 15 1991

want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm
CASH for mobile home ax
les and tees We will re
move 527 9063
STATIONERY exercise
bike 435 4361
USED and antique turn,
tune glass took
901-642-6290
150
Articles
For Safe

$1
502

6

Ii

In

11•••=1

r

Miscellaneous
2 GALLON Coleman Jug.
new king size electric
blanket. large cast alum
eum roaster. 30 cup coffee
maker. Sunbeam food pro
cessor, Magnavox stereo 8
cassette recorder. Whirl
pool Oster blender. (flier.. ce rowing mach no
43211

was $31
1 28 965 /ash
arid er A
•
re odi

,JET dpienus cuarery

MOBILE home s pus
g:es and doubee.
a.
[rig adailatie
16
rr1 0(

Acceptance 656 223
or 1 800 221 8224

'

-Ae..!NO eel...Ica:ions for
secton 8 rent subsidized
apartments 1 2 g 3 bee
rooms Apply Hedale Apts
Hard.e.r Ky
or ,7 '
50;2 437 4113 EI-10

AAA Value' Swimming
WE have n
2br du
pools leftover Just a few of NEW 3br home
pli
r
teront oJses
last years models left at $12 995 or payrerti. ;"..
Ad 40 den
fantastic savings Many low as 5141 91 v. tr -else
ee., -.
r J."' an
i375
• OTR drivers 12 months 6 CARAT ruby and die
styles and sizes to choose mum down pay
_., IRE: 75
experience 23 years of mond pendant 14 carat from -For example a huge home has pe,A,')<:),
yellow gold mounting Light
age drug testing required
16x30' 0 D Pool with storm wedows 11 '1 •
Hornady Truck Lune Start weight curb link chain
15'x24'swim area, includes insulaton arid rna,;y cer
23 26canile tarp-vacation 753 1514
sun deck, fence and filter features Ad today wk
Our supply of Hee re nee
pay, safety bonus spouse APRICOT F-10 computer
NOW JUST $988 COM
passenger program
Hard disk drive includes PLETE HURRY' While are available Voevrteer CL E E P11,0 !;.,urn Rut6g,„,r
Homes Hwy 79E P 4.-e,
r,tor s in hall Private en
1 800 648 9664
Lotus 123 word star pro .they last' Call toll tree
1!•arloi., Z.mmi.,rrnan Acts
write gem disk top micro 1 800 284 7946 Ask for 901-642 4466
10th 753 660e
Full financing
pak $500 52 ceiling Lee
PAINTERS must have soft
Ma
fan with light $50 Tandy arranged'
Mobile
2yrs or more experience
Houses
1000 256K with lots of EBBTIDE with walk-thru
Homes For Rent
Steady work Apply at
For Rent
program,
$300
Emerson
windshield, 115 Evinrude 2BR
Blacks Decorating Center
<Ip
home stereo turntable AM
1158 ELM St 3br 1 bath
engine, $1000, portable
701 S 4th St Murray or call
FM and tape deck $75
dishwasher $75 753 5744
5-1",
753 0839
eteef. Ede ut 1 -es,
753 8809
enceups
FABRIC*FABRIC•FABRIC man RE ;53
SOUTHWEST Motor
'cirp rd '
Ar,1
BEDROOM
furniture
1
Freighta Inc is looking for
h OFF SALE Country Re- SHADY Oa..". 2
$355
o
eepos , '.
dresser
with
mirror
and
mnants tse 68 641 Drat electnc or gas Wae Ire c
over the road team drivers
812 421 8715
chest of drawers $225. 1 fenville
arshall County tance to college 753 .525,3
who have high expecte
dresser with mirror, night next to Bonet-le-a l-Mon Sat
3BR 1 bath °Immo heat
tiors, Teams start at 27
stand and twin bed $225
10 5pm
air garage Kitchen ap
cents per mile split with
Business
long miles' Excellent bene- Peach/gray/white twin
0;re:es ava 'able Murray
GATLINBURG Summit
comforter
with
2
peach
balRentals
location No pets $400rmo
fits and bonuses' If you
loon valance $40, full size Breathtaking views of
have 1 year OTR experi
Oat between 689pm at
mountains ski slopes Fire
peach wicker headboard
ence dean MVR 8 mini
753 0038
753
4',
753-9386,
balcony,
kitchen
In
place,
mum age 23 call today' $40. girls 12in bike with
training wheels $15, avo- door pool Jacuzzis Honey
3BR 2 bath, central gas
1 800 251 6291
moon Specials' Free Bro
cado electric stove, good
heat central air Garage,
Want
basement near hospital
TELEPHONE SALES condition $75 759 1293 chure 1 800 242 4853
To Rent
(205) 988 5139
Cheerful positive people after 5 30prn
and downtown $450.'mo
WANT to rer_t 2 ,
..;r
needed for flexible morning,
deposit
plus
stan
ASHLEY fireplace insert LOG homes Over 40
house in West C-11,0way 901-642 5590
afternoon or eYcning hours
with brass trim kit $300
dard models Free bro
County
east
Graves
`., o experience necessary
753 8019
chure Honest Abe Log County Or near Haereei 7 ROOM ere). 1 e-ile south,
( asual, friendly offit.e atmoHomes Route One, Box Mennonite OhufC!:
of Crossland 5150mo
sphere Wha and up plus ‘111.LIONAIRES MIL.
84CK, Moss, Tennessee 753,0447
498 8970
Debbie LIONAIRES PANG 38575 (800) 231-3695
321
BURN'S CANDY IS BACK
CHARMER
REAL
Apartments
CHRISTOPHER S COINS
IN
MURRAY.
Charlie's
2Bedrm Murray I
tiOn
THE City of Hickman is
For Rent
now has coins and proof
Safe -T Pharmacy
New cen
and
accepting applications for
sets for sale at THE BOOK
Or,
volunteer MINK coat full length black
182BR nicely furnished j
part time
RACK in Murray, Dixieland
ons of
near MSU campus
emergency medical tectini
Canadian fur Valued at
Shopping Center Our fine
iscounted rent
753 6111 or 753 0606 after eto
cian You must be a certi
$2000 Serious inquiries
merchandise is also avail$375 753 8734
5 30pm
bed EMT and have an ap- make otter 492 8840
able at THE TREASURE
propriate educational back
HOUSE in Murray (South
SPALlor
sale
753
3488
at
ground Applications may
sideShopping Center) and
ter 6Pm
Otobtawled at City Halt 202
at the OX-YOKE ANTIQUE
Jackson St Hickman, Ky
SUNTAN Salon going out STORE in Hazel All 3 loca42050 from 8am-4pm
of business For sale 12 tions offer silver dollars and
Mon Fri Responses to be Wolff tanning beds new and
proof sets, a full line ot,lf S
submitted by Feb 5 1991
used $500 and up Will coins plus foreign coins-and
Full time & Part time
EGE
finance 753 9274
paper money Discounts
are available through January 31 We also buy coins
and appraise estates
753 4161
2011 UPRIGHT freezer
30in electric range couch
474 8838

IMO

.-- 1 t.>

4

•

..„ .••

—a-

n4EY PE GONNA

,

,•••
Ls r=t
- A
0

, -24
_0
•

,..5„ ,A4SES5
'04strr
41,45KEP Cit.er
COA1E-5 Ekac..d„
e4E'S'FEN 504E
To4PEE 746,5_.2

WE READ ADS TOO!

TARGET brick saw, 1974
Oldsmobile 436 5405
TIME share units and
campground meinberships Cheap' Worldwide
selections Vacation Net
work U S and Canada
1 800 736 8250/305 771
6296 Free rental informa
eon 305 771 6331
TOPPS baseball cards for
sale cheap 1980 1988
Call after 5pm 759 1954

beleRROw
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:gikt•%)
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a
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fieGkelevt--.40LcE,'„ THE ,
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THE Kentucky Standard in
Bardstown is searching for
a seasoned advertising
sales representative Good
pay and benefits Send re
some to Sales co The
Kentucky Standard, P 0
Box 639 Bardstown KY
40004

PHYSICAL
THERAPISTS

r, •
.1
S

••••N

I
i

•-""

ogiamAr"
- 2
•
5

e
f
r
'
7
. 1 •Ne•r". \

EMI
Immediate full ume/
part ume RN & LPN
ixisitons open in
medical,,surgical
areas Salary to commensurate with experience Call ComHospital.
munity
Mayfield, Ky 502247-5211 Ext. 130.

A company that cares ab
out you Did you ever won
der what it would be like'
We care enough to offer
company training leads in
come potential $40 000
plus bonuses and more
We need qualified indrvidu
als immediately No °spec)
ence necessary You owe it
to yourself and to your tam
ay to keep an open mind FOR complete home buss
and call Roy at 753 2740 ness opportunities send
SASE and $300 to P0
APPLIANCE service per
Box 6029 Murray Ky
sons needed requires voc 42071
ation school or minimum 2
years experience in GET paid for taking easy
washeedryer repair call snapshot' No experience
$90000 per 100 Call
606 231 7070
1 9 0 0 2 30 36 36
APPLICATIONS are being ($0 99/min) or Write
accepted by the City of PASE 187T 161 S Lin
e.chmari for the position coinway North Aurora IL
eolice officer patrol man 1 60542
Reeererneets 21yrs of
hIgh school diploma or JOB OPPORTUNITIES IN
Must riot have been AUSTRALIA Openings
_onectee of a felony Re. available in several areas
sides e a 5rni radius of city will train For info call
rr its Areeications and 708 742 8620 ext 1126
position descriptions may
LONG Haul Trucking Get
lxi Obtained at ("Ay Hall 202
intp a high demand career
Jackson St Hickman, Ky as an ovvnerloperator with
42050 from Barn 4pm Mon
NorthAmerican Van Linesl
Fri Responses to be sub
Operate your own tractor If
mtted by Feb 5, 1991
you don't have one, we
FOE
••e_ offer a lease purchase
ASSEMBLE OUR DE
program that is one of the
'''CES Learn this trade we best in the industry No
seed testi...chore ppes experience necessary If
oheei !or assembe
you need training, we wfli
425 0672 Est train you, tuition free' You
must be 21 have a good
driving record and pass
Discov
eeetyles geermet diet substance abuse test Call
NorthAmerican for informacookies result in daily cash
t
n
package
for you Single morn earned
1 800 348 2147 Ask for
$11,434 first month 24
operator 194
hour recorded message
1 800 766 2348
13 IMMEDIATE OPEN
INGS NEED a job' A
BR'NO› the New Year in
GED"' Hope for the future?
vel.r
.a' new career Call
You may qualify it You do
A.o- today 753 0171 .In•
not have your GED or high
r. ea-7:e avelable Be your
school diploma, •You are
eoss Free gie
between the ages of 16 8
aec. nener
21 We arf an E 0 E This
FEDERAL Government IS project is, funded by the
hiring $16 600 $62 000 Wester/re- eriteelsy Private
per year Amazing re
lnclutry Council- JTPA
corded message reveals Cal: JTPA Out Of School
detaits '9011642 1416
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8
Sam 11 30a m

; RE&RE- "I-AT I DRANK
7,4AT LAST ROOT BEER..

utt ffra!

DRIVERS OTR Need ex
perieeced vantlat drivers
23 years of age 1 year
experience verifiable M
(cage pay plus benefits
Cat 1 800 444 6648

rAto 10f4.

WOODEN storage build
wigs 8x16 starts at $1095,
10)(16 $1424 50 12x24'
$2395 Other sizes avail
able Acme Portable Build
irigs 502 247 7831

WHAT WE DON'T
HAVE IS YOU!

HCALVenZosr?a hospitalrs
hte

Personnel Department
299 Kings Daughter Dr
Frankfort KY 40601
1502) 875-5240 ext 175

•••
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Times

!tents

sfin

340

Rent

apartment
finished 2br
'shed apart
urnished Call
753 0087

bed low utili
References
it required
3 3949

apartment
rigerator turn
6148 after

1 townhouse
appliances
maintenance
753 9898

iartment near
53 4109

n Northwood
)4406

$300 mo De
1 Quiet area

Appliances
ce neighbor
IQ 759 4406
---- ----apartment in
tia: ri:ighbor
iversity Ideal
eiti,ed person
'53 8096 or

tove refriger
;nit furnished
?85 ma Call
2hr duplex.
appliances
ry clean Col
r),.-3:18 •
Ap
_ !

1

CLASSIFIEDS

turn
,ent 105 N
plus depe,
1: 751 1'453

Mama
Pot Neat
HOUSE for rent in the
country $400/mo plus de
posit 753 5744
30in

Pots
supplies
AKC Registered Rottweile
puppies 901 479 2414
AKC Registered Boston
Terrier puppies Miniature
males $125150 Cash
Paris, TN
only
901 642-2394

OBEDIENCE train your
dog with kindness Profes
sional trainer successfully
serving Murray area for
over 12yrs AKC German
Shephard priced to sell
Import and Champion sired
pups 436 2858
ROTTWEILLER puppies
up
plus
$ 1 00
502 345 2251

Homes
For Solo

Used
Cars

2BR house for sale Close
to campus Call 753 3293
after 6pm

1983 CUTLASS Supreme
1989 Cougar X 7
489 2936

ASSUMABLE loan New on
the market, 3br 14 bath.
brick 1 5 acres Much
more Bob Perrin RE
759-1881

1983 TOYOTA Supra ex
collect condition Blue
tinted windows, Toyota
Louvers American racing
aluminum wheels leather
interior, Kenwood stereo
every option 98 000 miles
asking $5,700 00 Phone
Frankfort 502 227-8015

FOR sale Of lease 3br 2
bath condominium
753 3293 after 6pm

HOMESELLERS
REALTY
753-0375
1 2fli
19111

sf

ALMO!

311.14111 !Rd II, ,.,n, h
A 1.aan
t re with assurnahle
"' 46.,11
Siam femur, S 9400

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1991 Beretta V6. equipped
*122262 $255.35 mo*
Call Gene at 753-2617
•Pius Tax, Title
44 Mo Closed End Lens

LOTS IN TOWN!
ree)iiArt- I st Ali S'

BP—S1

,,
'
,meseilers 7i,0

AVNER

WANTS (OPEN!

Prame h,,me in pox} shepc %,ce
deep 101
..thuilJtog •,11 31111
2t. cm Mr
4th Sr

6 weeks old, from
\Ir. Darden's Teddy
Rear, all blue eyes,
$100.00 and $150.00.

Call 753-0869
between 4 and 9 p.m.

The New Revolution
In Real Estate

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

ALL auto repair 73-4314
NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753 5560

410

Moving-Open
House Clearout

c,-_,Jr try
wittcar
caf 94W

Fri., Jan. 25th
6 a.m. till
1716 Ridgewood
753-1383

• r,

pitcations for

, r11 Subsidized

1 2 & 3 bed
Hiiidate Apts
or call
y
3 El-10

2br du
Is wnhouses
,afh Art den
- Coleman

Orns

Rent
JM

Fit•tr.get
In

Jirt•

Rent

and
$ 350 m o

. 1' ,I.73`.1,u

electric heat'
Kitchen op _
lable Murray
>et; $400tmo
n 68,9pm at
Central gas
air Garage,
near hospital
Nrn
$450/mo
deposit
rmle south
id $150 70
HARMER
may I
bon
and
ons of
icounted rent
734

pubk
Sale

1,21 & preen(I yr ald) mattress
frame couch & chases, bcdrasren
sutra VCR, morns accessrocs
memo & Altman,. actress..le&
casfitemsker. rill, Maims (sons
,
IIa1ij.Uodil 12, Niue.7 7
11 2 pc net& NtIrs. Ow stand,
bums. ..argt totTcs deal ma.
& use<
dremer ahmrs

430
Real
Estate
KOPPERUD REALTY of
ors a comPlete range o
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222, toll free
"t-800-251 HOME Ext
711 L
SELL your real estate at
auction the easy way Contact Wilson Real Estate 302
S 12th or call Wayne Wil
son 753-3263
45e
Farms
For Sale

1975 GRAN Torino statior
wagon 351M V8, body ex
collect, needs fuel pump
$250 OBO 753 7526
1976 CHRYSLER Cordoba
$200 See after 5pm at 1st
trailer on loft Airport Rd lust
past Poor Farm Rd
intersection
1979 CADILLAC Fleet
wood Limo, mint condition
28 inches of stretch, new
501 commercial service
motor, new 400 turbo traps
mission, wet bar Will sacri
lice at $5500 00 or best
offer, need to sell Mimed'
ately Call Frankfort (502i
227 8015 after 6pm
1979 COUGAR XR7 excellent Condition 753-5612
1980 CADILLAC Seville
4dr. $250 down 1980
Thunderbird $200 down,
1974 Nova 4dr,$100 down,
1966 FORD pickup $150
down, 1970 Chevelle
$1250 or trade, 1984 Cutlass $2650 nice, triple blue,
1988 Firebird blue in and
out nice wheels, $5500 or
trade 492-8884
1981 CUTLASS Sharp,
V-6, auto, new tires $1550
759-9657
1981 OLDS 98 Regency 4
door, good looking and de$2500
pendable
753-1500

22 ACRES on Hwy 94W
Good land arid frontage
$29,700 30 acres on 641N
Well, septic and electric 1982 MERCURY LN7 with
pole already in place 1986 engine AC, stereo,
$43,500 Call Jean Bird at clean, runs great $1000
759-1750
Century 21 753-1492

HOME HON

BOBBY SHOP
4th

1986 MAZDA 323 very
clean $3500 489-2741

1989 DODGE Daytona ES
white exterior maroon in
tenor, one owner
762 4173 8am 4 30pm or
1 527-0439 after r,

ilchen 10 m, Cal 1+1 Murr"
I 1C4J f under rcal E,74 Mir 14.
'VII Ii,,meSelieni 751017r

ALEXI liOMP. IN

1986 MAZDA RX7 Moon
roof, gold 5 speed, sport
$6100
package
759-9561. 762 3378 leave
message

1988 NISSEN Sentra
White 4 door. ps!pb air, tilt
AM FM stereo, auto 1988
Pontiac 6000 red 4 door,
ps/pb air, AM'FM stereo
753 5216

141(DRO(EW, 2 own' 1101111'
lirt..t ranch.
N 4 ACRESE
car prage. fdeplace large ear t

Siberian
Husky Puppies

partially turn
ig rooms with
t;r1 and bath
!ral HA Lo
)cks from Fa
25'm o inclJd
Camela at

759-1521 (Home) 753-1566
Sycamore
Lion. & Thurs. 3-6 p.m., Sat. 10-6 p.m.
Baseball, Basketball, Football
Cards — Packs — Supplies

age
age
age
age
age

Boras
Motors
1989 1950 Pro Craft Pro
lip with a 1990 XP200
Evinrude and a custom
drive on tandem trailer
753 7252 after 3 30pm
MINN KOTA 399 bow
mount hand control trolling
(r.otor 12 24 volts,. 41Ib
"rust excellent condition
5200 436 5482 after 4pm

A 1 STUMP Removal and
Spraying Lawns, trees
and shrubs, unwanted ants
and insects Call A 1 for
professional service Glen
Joiner 753 0906
Builders Carpen
remodeling porches,
concretedri./e
ways painting rrain-fe
sonce etc Free estirri:ees
:89 2303

ALPHA

"y

ANY remodeling, building
painting & roofing Free es
timates References
435 4632

LICENSED for electric.
gas refrigeration Installation and repair Free esti
mates 753-7203

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Ap
pliance Works. 753 2455

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for your
needs

CARPET and vinyl repairs
and installation Professional service Glen Bob
bers 759 1247, leave
message
1%1 Chim Chimney
Sweeps h..,
sent,t col
ow;:. We ,eff Joni
ap, and screens
PLUS

A ,

570
Wanted

.•

HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling, paint
ing wallpaper carpentry
floor covering No job too
small 753 4251

SUREWAY Tree &
••
Remova:
line of equ
'
60ft aerial truces
chipper To asscre
i•
operation at a
petitive cost l
mates without
Day or rite 711
T C Dinh Repair an:
tenance P ',Electrical
Sewer 1211, •
Street 753 611'
753 0606 after r4.,

HAULING, yard work, tree
removal mowing Free estimates 759 1683
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate

A wonderful family experience Australian, &wagdear. Scandinavian, Je•••0
panic-se high school exchange students arriving in
August Become a host
farmlyiAmerican InterculfL.ral Student Exchange
'.,ai: 1 800 S:B1.'NG

KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood
grain formica all colors
Free estimates Wulft's Re
covery Murray 436 5560

•

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
C UST OM W000W0RKJI4G

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•:rçp by 8.

.41w 10

•

-

Sat.,Jan.26th, 1991 at 10 a.m. at the Dan

Miller
Auction Barn 112 mile north of Lynn Grove,Ky.
on Hwy. 893. Watch for auction signs.
will sell 3 nice bedroom
odd queen bed & vanity - twin
beds -baby bed- nice color t v - B&W t.v - several nice couches
& chairs -3 nice reclim•r,
, - coffee and end tables - lamp tables vanity lamps - love ,,eat and thatching chair - electric sewing
machine - nice round table & chairs - chrome breakfast set metal yard set - patio set old quilt box - small wicker rocker sMall sewing rocker - upright freezerT- washer & dy-yer electric cook stove electric organ - 32 dolls new & old - wood
heating stove - old b'uffet sseight luflingequipment-nice set of
china - flatware - small kitchen appliances - pots & pans punch bowl - Carnival glas, Occupied Japan pieces - McCoy
cookie jars - milk gla,s pie(.., cranberry pieces fancy bud
vases - wine decanter - large lot of old glass & china - several
pieces of good Fenton, some signed - 2 wheel tractor - garden
tiller - many other items not listed Auction held rain 9r shine.
Not responsible • for acciderit. Lunch available. For'more
information and your auction needs phone 435-4144 Lynn
Grove, Ky. Auction hell ru heated building.
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j(11111nus and Kisses
to You!

bwiches'
Karen

I
i
I
1
1

Vans
1980 CHEVROLET Van
$800 350 Chev motor and
transmission $350
759 1142

;
V
I,

✓
I,

i `-e
Susan

Just bring in $7.00, a picture (one person only), names or lovelines (no more
than four lines),along with a stamped,selfaddressed envelopefor the return ofthe
original photo.
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Murray eciger & Iimes;
Classified Advertising Dept.
753-1916

1988 CHEVY SI0 white, 5
low miles
speed
753 7027
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Deadline for receipt of photos is noon, Monday, Feb. 11.

1979 CJ5 Jeep re built 6
cylinder motor $2500
OBO 474 8820

7
•••••77-

1•
01
IP,
It

vsKefefiriiiffrigrum.

V

1970 CHEVY pickup long
wheel base, auto, pslab
new motor, 8in rally
wheels, new tires $1750
Call 753 6855 after 6pm

iviv t

4,4,.

✓

•

s

see our showroom

Public Auction

V

753-4199
Hopkinsvile Federal Say. Bldg.
7th at Main. Murray. KY
"Our 29th year of service"

FREE to good home te
male black Lab mix 8mo
Call 762-2890
old
8arn 5pm

„ .

STEWART S
trash and garbage
Serving all of Ca .0.
County 436 5236

G W CONSTRUCTION
Gerald Walters roofing,
painting vinyl siding all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489 2267

.

f

McConnell Insurance Agency

7,

et

v

OF MURRAY

to Increase

ki; PA

STALLONS rcs."
ing 474 8064

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and corn
mercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifica
lions Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate

BLOCK brick. concrete,
drive ways, foundation
bases, patios chimneys
repair work Charles Barnett 753 5476
BUILDER new homes
garages, additions, remod
eting framing, decks, pa
tios solar green houses,
pole barns Experienced
carpentry Tripp Williams
753 0563 after 5pm

OMPLE TES

ROGER Hudscr r on,
mg gravel sand
way rock
753 6763

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing tree work
436 2642

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Junior Thorrv. operator 30 years experience
Septic system, drive ways
hauling, foundations, etc
759 4664

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Com
roe:service on all centra:
cooling. all makes and
models Call Gary at
759 4754

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding
painting, plumbing so
. C.
crete Free estimate,
474 2307

FULL electrical services
Installationirepair
Residentialicommercial
753 7724

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30 years expen
once Bobby Hopper
436 5848

CONTRACTOR Portable
buildings, pole barns, gen
eraI home improvements
Quality work for less Cus
tomer satisfaction guaran
teed Free estimates L E
Williams 489 2663

ir

TOYOTA

FEMALE
age 40 - $7.73
age 50 - 9.85
age 60 - 13.33
age 70 - 21.45
age 80 - 40.73

Premiums guaranteed NOT

520

&enflame
Offers.1

v
;Thrill the Sweetheart of Your Life.;

Aubrey Hatcher
Bill Calvert • Greg Bradshaw
Tom Thurman
Chns Bearden. Bus. Mgr.
Chad Cochran, Gen Mgr.

AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in reasonably good health &
can answer no to a few questions you
may qualify for preferred rates. Below
are a few jugjahly preferred rates at
different ages for a $4.000.00 POLICY

1989 CHEVROLET Sii,er
ado 4 wheel drive 1 ton
74xxx miles trgundy with
',dyer, ma y extras
$13 000 753 0978 after
5pm

S.relcos
Offered

CARS
REPAIR All phases of LINDA S Cleaning Service
would like to clean more
home repair and remodel
90 Toyota
offices Currently serving
A LICENSED electrical mg 753 0318
10 Toyota
„Jae-Murray awe 436 2270
contractor JAMES C GAL
•'
MAO'S EfrarTa
'90 Toyota Carnry '11187 LIMORE„ELECTRIC com- tern housesitting. grocery MR Chimney Chimney
mercial and residential, fast
postal and bank
cleaner 492-8561
'9187 courteous and efficient ser- shopping,
'14 Toyota Camry
ing needs, etc 753 9630
MURRAY Ceramic Tile and
vice - 759 1835
M-7,r- Fri 8 5 References
'19 Toyota Cellica GT...., "1,487
Marble and flat brick
435-4607
.....
19
NEW homes remodeling.
BUckPt
pole barns, decks, outbuildlimey Coixy Pal _AV
ings, brick and masonry
work 759 1039 after 4pm
18 Toyot
PLUMBING
Free esti
'88 Cher! Camaro......
mates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
18 Toyota
FIRST PROUD OWNER!()f this brand new 2
guaranteed 753-4200
ours; home Four or 5 bedrooms, 3 baths and sunken den.
'88 Pont. BC1Int, LE '8,987
Dan Miller, Darrell Beane,
PLUMBING repairman with.
!A's ated southwest of town Unusually lovely decor.
same day service Call
Offered at $134,000
'87 Toyota Corolla
Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
436 5255
187
Kopperud Realty
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"
AEPAIR plumbing, floors,
711 Slain
753-1222
-'86 Cher! CeleOhy "4.117
and floor joist 436-5405
'7187
16 Honda Acard
16 Port. nbid GT 15187
16 Tay.
15 Olds Cira
'14 Olds Deb 88
'84 Tort
With their picture and a special message in the paper um Valentine's Day! V
V
'91 Toyo
V
V
78 Datsun
V
77 Datsun 2801..........
77 Ford LTD
79 Dodge Drt
.787
TRUCKS
19 kid Ranger XLT „'7,787
'81 Chery
:
11 Toloti
!6,487
'
.
IF
.
'88 N's. Pathfinder SE 14.487
4
'C k0,bc
*
V
*
V
Carson18 Nardi R2200 ......
V
*
'88 Toyota Runner._ '11,487 V
tir Day!
Valenli
*
V
.0
*
Love, Big Sis,
18 Phpouth Voyager 10,487 V
"I
*
V
Barclay ii
✓
:
17 liazda
V
*
17 Toyota 1
$.987 V
4
gre
.#40orm
.
10444.400
.
V
ACEISt--*ffffiltfr—VreitS!VelVti
16 Ford F150 LT 414_1,417 V
V
*i?
V
1",
'80 Tolot Pickup
N
•.
V
10 Ford Custom 414,.....„ 1,987 V
44,
4
t,
V
1°,1szONI4o+
V
IV t
71 Jeep
......
V

BURIAL INSURANCE

MALE
40 - $9.09
50 - 12.37
60 - 17.33
70 - 27.53
80 - 52.73

530

430

STARTER home 2br bock
next to East Elementary
School $30,000 with
owner financing at 11%
with $300 a month pay
AKC registered Palmera
ment 10%down 753 8848
man puppy. registered Per
Reduced .before 8pm
sian cat
753 5950
HAPPY Jack Trivermicide
Recognized safe and effective by U S Center for Vet
emery Medicine against
hook round & tapeworms
in dogs and cats At Southern States and better feed
stores
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Blood inventory ample in this region

OBITUARIES
Ulysses
Odell Hawes
dell
Services for Ulysses
Hawes are today at 1 pm. in LeDon
Chapel of Ridgeway Mortigians,
Paris, Tenn. Dr. Ron Harber and
the Rev. W.A. Farmer are
ululating.
Pallbearers are Dwight Alexander, Dwain Alexander, Ronnie
Hawes, William Hawes, Quenteli
Osborn and Calvin Paschall. act,se:
Chester Rudolph, Paul Hawes, Roy
Hawes and Ron Ntsers. honorars
Burial will follow in Liberty
Baptist Church Cerneters a:
Folmoscia le
Pursear. Ten
Mr. Hawes.
l'onnerly of Nturray. died Tuesday
at Murras-Callow as Counts
Hospital.
Survivors • are his wile, Mrs
Geneva Beasley Hawes, ore
,laughter, Mrs Jess;i: Ne:1 Alexander and husband. Gas ,on. Pursear.
on.: son. Larrse Hawes an,:
Margaret. Les,...s..L•
hro:t',er
,

Charles E.
Slater

Miss Donna Kay Chadwick

Mrs. Frances Jones
S,7%

' V. • • I•

A

47.: .2A

.1 '
, •

.4

te.Ja,
tt1.
f arrn ng
40 a
'‘kedn ,,:as
1,1S.

are today at 2 p
Byrn Fenerai Horn.:
Res James NI.

71c: brother. Sterling M.Neels. rre
her in death
horn Jan ;, 1925, in ta:louay
she was :he daugh:cr of
Eldred Rouen McNees
I non a- Florence Co: "
M. Nee:s.
\I's Jones ;s survived f's
Mrs Donna
Kenneth Jones. k:
Dent
Jones, S:
, and Gregorv
1\-acts."1e, 'Tenn . :h-cc
7\ Mrs 1.Ctt.t" Nth:
isnn
271,2;
Fur
sIor

S1 •

- Pa: 't)t:afers are CirOg Cur" MAL'
Currs. Ricks C77. B. .S..ce•
1h.1,ker.
Dor.ald
forums Tha,:ker and C.r.-;, \‘.e
P
mueller,
er of Sau,: • •
honorary.
Burial
NIemoria; Ciarue.,
,Mr. Slater, 6', Rt. 4. Ma:s1-]c]-.:
t)9 rn
Corr
died Mondly .at
munas Hospita.. Masf-ield
Surv:vors are n's st:'.e. Mrs
me Slater, two s..epdaugh:e-s P
eta Thacker. R: 4.
Kathy Weismae.lr.
two stepsons. y 797.e
Mayfieid. and Dor.a.d Ras
er. Wing°.
Slitter,

Mrs. Mattie Lee Buster
4 V. .77.0'.

\107,a,

1.ee S:eeEs and
H.

K: '
.kC Is

Ac'.,:

ACROSS

Should the U.S. military- reques
additional shipments of Hood and
blood products. this region is prepared ..to immediately fulfill that
request. -Right now, the American
Red Cross system as a whole has
been able to fulfill blood surpls
'eituests from the military.
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Team places
in tournament
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K Mart
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L & G Energies
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a passenger in a

Funeral .rite* for Mrs
sash were today a: : a 7.
chapel of McEvoy Funera, HParis, Tenn. Inc Res. Lynn ri
officiated.
Pallbearers were Ricky. Rhodes
Eddie Rhodes. Roger Rhodes. Gre s. .
Rhodes., Tim Wyatt and Jerr ..
Holley.
Burial was in Poplar Grove
Cemetery, Paris.
Mrs. Nash, 88, Paris. Tenn .
widow of James Alton Nash, died
Tuesday afternoon at her home.
Survivors include two Ss'
Mrs. Idell Pierce, Paris, and
Eula Lee Willoughby. Houston
Texas: two brothers, Huber:
Rhodes.. Paris. and Pete Rhodes
Murray.

Oxie Paschall
Funeral rites for Oxie Paschall
arc today at 1 p.m in the chapel of
Miller Funeral Home of Murray.
John Dale is officiating., Hoyt
Cleaver Jr. is directing •singers
from Almo and Union Hill Churches of Christ.
Pallbearers are Shane Paschall,
Darren Paschall, JIM Lindsey, Bub
Manning, Gary Spain and Nicky
Ahart.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Paschall. 85. Rt. 1, Almo,
died Monday at 5:09 p.m. at
Murrayi-Calloway County Hospital
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'Aas not injured It -is not known
.. k.hcher S_ .•
Wedding
re the
said.
eadwick was taken to the Crit
:criteri County Hospital and laty
transported by L.rfeflight to a hospital in Osvensro.

M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380
Olympic Plaza
Hwy. 641 N.

GET POWER
WHEN YOU NEED
IT MOST...AND PAY LESS!
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Mrs. Sudie Nash
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rd. Cemetery
Mrs Watt. *.5
died Teescay a: .
ew Nursing Horne
She is. surv:ved t's two
Marshall Higgins and wife. Bor •
-Rt. 7. Murray, and John Hitt: •
Rt. 6. Murray; 'iwo sisters, Mrs
Romaze Weaver, Willis, Texas
and Mrs. Dora Huse, Austin. Tev
as, one brother. Charles R.: "
A Ife, Florence. Murray;
.:hldren. 14 great-grandcr,-
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Dexter woman
dies in 2-vehicle
accident Wednesday
Wednesdas
nigh: near Marion according to
rerNort from the Crittenden Counts
sheriff's Department
Donna Chadwick was pro
p rn
Tounced dead around

The American Red Cross and
other civilian blood hanks all are
working in cooperation with the
U.S. military' to supplement the
potential blood needs in Operation
Desert Storm. The Red Cross supplies more than half of the nation's
blood supply.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

15

„..d7en and great-van..:

_

The funeral will be Saturdas at 2
p.m in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. Burial will follow in Stewart Cetneter%
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 12 noon Fridas

Missouri

:

Mrs. Gladys
May Wyatt

Tim, Rt. 6, Murray, and Mrs. Teresa Duncan and husband, Bill. Rt I.
Dexter; two brothers, Ricky Chadwick and James Chadwick and
wife, Becky. Rt. 1. Dexter: aunts
and uncles, Mary Bradley, Mildred
and Don Thorn, Linda and William
Ahart. and Alvin and Diane Elkins,
several nieces and nephews

Miss Donna KA!. Chadwick, 32,
Rt. 1, Dexter, was pronounced dead
on arrival at Owensboro-Davies
County Hospital, Owensboro. at
9:39 p.m. Wednesday. She had
been injured in a two-vehicle acci
dent near Marion
She as a member of Brooks
Chapel United Methodist Church
Born Sept 6. 1958, in Murras,
she was the daughter of Polls Elkins Chadwick and Rex Chadwick
ski() died March :', 1987
Sursisors are her mother. Mrs
Chadwio, It: I. [)ester. two sis
s
ters. Mr, \.-•

in any way. It the local Red Cross
is asked to ship large amounts of
blood and blood products for Persian Gulf use, Brenner said that
little or no disruption is anticipated
in the region's ongoing blood supply service to area hospitals.

existing inventory. Hie latest and
The current blood inventory of
:
so.
far the largest shipment was
the Tennessee Valley Blood Ser1,0(10
pints 01 blood that. were
vices Region, American Red Cross
shipped Jan. 17 to McGuire Air
is good and ample, and local offiForce Base in New Jersey front
cials say they are prepared to ship
where the blood is distributed to
quantiat a moments notice large
installations in the Persian
military
ties of blood and blood products to
said
Nancy Brenner, adminiGulf.the Persian Gulf if requested by the
strator for the 'Tennessee Valley
military.
U.S.
Blood Services Region.
Presently, the blood inventory at
Ihe Nashville based blood cendistribution
the Nastivrfle based
lens one of 54 red blood centers
center is ell over 2,200 units.
across the country. Brenner said
11101 is the highest inventory in
these recent shipments have not
region.
this
lhe
for
years
recent
ncgatisely affected this country's
blood and blood products from this
this ,•ommunity's blood supply
or
for
the
inventory are being used
medical treatments of patients in
some I(X) hospitals served by the
Tennessee Valley Region. which
covers most of Tennessee. as well
as paris of Kentucky. Illinois and
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60 MONTH WARRANTY
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